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Executive Summary
As human activity and production turns into digital the boundaries between reality and virtuality
become more and more blur. At the same time the element of participation, collaboration and
sharing, as we know it in Web 2.0. is complemented by connections of data readable by computers.
Your Data Stories (YDS) is a digital environment that aims at linking, indexing and in a way brokering
different kinds of data, namely, government open data, social networks data, crowdsourced
information and business open data, in order to create a significant information substrate for stories
that human beings can comprehend and act upon.
In Section A we deal with the YDS subject matter. We identify as such the concepts of Open Data and
Metadata, Open Government Data, Datasets, Linked Open Data and content. A legal framework
analysis in both European and national level referring to the YDS participating countries that are
Greece, Ireland and Netherlands follows. We focus on Freedom of Information Acts (FOIAs) and Public
Sector Information (PSI) / Open Data (OD) policies, we describe the licensing schema and highlight the
exceptions and limitations thereof.
Section B identifies the philosophical background of the YDS environment, highlights its information
design and critically assesses the major related ethical issues. We showcase several conflicting values
like Intellectual Property Rights (IPRs) and openness, privacy and transparency, as well as differential
tech capabilities, privileges and other forms of digital divide and we raise relevant concerns and
thoughts. We present the concept of Responsible (Research) Innovation as an extended ethics
application and make some suggestions in regards to where should YDS focus on. Finally we conclude
that we constantly need to monitor all interactions occurring in the YDS space in order to enhance its
ethical engineering.
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1 Introduction
1.1 Purpose and Scope
While Open Data emerge as the potential mainstream of the third Web era, the adoption of open
government policies and open governmental data services are gradually evolving to a key component
for national governments and the European Union, in order to achieve administrative transparency
and economic development. The scope of the present study is to make a comparative analysis of legal
and ethical issues that contribute from varying perspectives and at different aspects to the
development of: a) a new culture of open data public and lateral private policy in the countries
participating in the project that are Greece, Netherlands and Ireland; b) the creation of relevant
successful business models that will support further developments. The major research questions
that will be dealt with the present study are: a) what are the key legal and ethical elements that
influence positively or negatively the advancement of open data public policy in the participating
countries (Greece, Netherlands, Ireland); b) what is the role of external sociopolitical and economic
environment in the advancement of such participatory open data policy in the participating countries;
c) what are the technical factors (issues to consider) in order to create economic welfare measured in
terms of both market and social capital.
Main objective of the present study is to analyse the relevant legal framework on open data
applications, as well as to highlight the applying opportunities and constraints in order to transform
the YDS platform into a normative space of information justice in a relevant and responsible manner.

1.2 Approach for Work Package and Relation to other Work Packages and
Deliverables
This deliverable is part of WP2: Conceptual Architecture, User Needs Analysis and Design.
The purpose is to identify and address the legal and privacy challenges related to the use, re-use and
interlinking of OGD, open data, and data retrieved from the social Web for the purposes of
YourDataStories. There are several aspects related to open data, such as usage rights, rights for redistribution, rights for re-distributing altered versions, etc. In addition, there are various concerns
when interacting with users, such as privacy issues, or copyright issues.
This report is therefore closely related to the other activities of YDS and involves all partners since it
deals with the legal and ethical issues that all partners have to take under consideration for the
implementation of YDS.

1.3 Methodology and Structure of the Deliverable
In this report we examine the legal requirements related to the use and re-use of open data, the
degree in which these requirements have been introduced in the relevant open data policies, the
degree in which these open data policies have been implemented in the EU and the Your Data Stories
project participating countries (Greece, Netherlands, Ireland), as well as the restrictions, such as
privacy rights, intellectual property rights etc. that may hinder the above, in connection with the
30/10/2015
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ethical issues that arise in the broader sociopolitical and economic sphere regarding the creation of an
open data culture and of further business model developments.
It follows a method research, strongly grounded on empirical research based on the pilots. An analysis
of the applying open data framework/status (adoption status), as well as of the open government
data culture and the open government policy framework in the participating countries shall be held,
in order to define, whether access to public information is legally foreseen under national law and/or
constitution, whether open policies are facilitated and whether there are internal contradictions in
each participating country’s legal system. Open data and open data driven services are critically
examined and evaluated after taking into account national, European and international indicators and
open
data
databases,
like
indicatively
https://open-data.europa.eu/en/data/,
http://ec.europa.eu/digital-agenda/en/open-data-portals,
http://publicdata.eu/,
http://www.bigopendata.eu/,
https://index.okfn.org/,
http://datahub.io/,
http://www.opengovpartnership.org/topics. The aim here is to link open data culture and public
engagement into commercial and societal innovation.
As an ICT project, Your Data Stories is an experimental realization of business, social and societal
conduct in the emerging hyper connected era. This formulating hyper connected environment is a
condition of great ethical concern. Thus, an ethical inquiry follows, based on three main axes, that
are: a) the transformation, that has occurred in human life due to the pervasiveness of ICTs that
resulted a significant blurring of the distinction between reality and virtuality along with a significant
blurring of the distinction between human, machines and nature; b) the limitations of openness in
terms of privacy, security, IPRs etc.; c) the levels of access to the Internet, to data and to information
and consequently the degree of social privilege in open data environments, the levels of different
data user capabilities, and the levels of open culture education.
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2 Section A: Legal Issues
2.1 Introduction
It’s been almost fifty years since the production model shifted to its third major revolution that is the
digital revolution, marking the development of an information computerization based economy. In
the beginning it was the read/only model (Web 1.0), where the average Internet user was limited to
passing viewing of the information presented to him. Gradually we moved towards the read/write
model (Web 2.0, a phrase coined by O’Reily Media in 2004), with emphasis on online collaboration
and sharing. While the information economy is on a continuous exponential curve, the information
based economy is already experiencing a shift to Web 3.0 (a phrase coined by John Markoff, New York
Times: 2006), the ‘Intelligent Web’ or the “Semantic Web’ that emphasizes on both human and
machine facilitated understanding and exploitation of information through proper curation,
management, analysis, evaluation, visualization and dissemination of data. Thus, concepts like Open
Data, Open Government Data and Linked Data emerge as the potential mainstream of the third Web
era, depending their success on how useful they will be for the average user 1. However, and contrary,
or –to the better- complementary to the general techno-determinism that currently flows more or
less in the air, these concepts need to be addressed cautiously in order to realize their full potential,
that is to deliver economic growth in line with good governance and broader social participation,
collaboration and clustering. Contrary to the ‘Californian Ideology’, whose adherents envision a
postindustrial knowledge based economy, where technology (and respectively open data, if we may
add) will liberate everyone2, we believe that ‘law’ and ‘ethics’ have a key role to play in the data
revolution, as envisioned by the United Nations3. In our opinion ‘law’ and ‘ethics’ are the key
facilitators introducing best practices on the one hand and a relevant collective ‘ethos’ (Greek ‘ήθος’)
on the other, in order to create an open data based economic welfare, measured in terms of both
market and social capital. An open data based economic welfare where the concept of openness is
the means to efficiency and effectiveness on the economic and sociopolitical domain and not an end
by itself.
As the open data commitment occurs, the emergence of open data policies is gradually maturing from
a global trend to a key aspect of most national and regional information policies 4. In the European
Union, in which we focus for the scope of the present report, open data ranks high in the European
Digital Agenda. The Commissions’ work in the area of open data is focusing on generating value
through re-use of government data, broadly known as Public Sector Information (PSI) for four main
reasons5: i) public data has significant potential for re-use in new products and services; ii) addressing
societal challenges – having more data available will help EU to discover new and innovative
solutions; iii) achieving efficiency gains through sharing data inside and between pubic
administrations; iv) fostering participation of citizens in political and social life and increasing
transparency of government.
1

Vafopoulos, Michalis N., A Framework for Linked Data Business Models (May 1, 2011). 15th Panhellenic Conference on
Informatics (PCI) 2011. Available at SSRN: http://ssrn.com/abstract=1850365. Vafopoulos refers solely to Linked Data.
2
Dresler, W. & Kostakis,V. Should Law Keep Pace With Technology? Law as Katechon Bulletin of Science, Technology &
Society 0270467615574330, first published on March 16, 2015.
3
http://www.post2015hlp.org/featured/high-level-panel-releases-recommendations-for-worlds-next-developmentagenda/.
4
Chris Yiu, The big data opportunity : making government faster, smarter and more personal. (Policy Exchange, 2012).
5
European Commission, ‘Big Data at Your Service :: Digital Agenda for Europe :: Research Features’, Digital Agenda, 2012.
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2.2 Your Data Stories Subject Matter in the EU Context
2.2.1 Open Data & Metadata
1. Open Data
Taking into account the ‘fuzzy’ state that characterizes the distinction between the ‘supply side’ and
the ‘demand side’ of open government data (OGD), Your Data Stories aims at enabling data citizens to
rewrite their own data history through their own raw data distributed and interconnected execution
process. But what is Open Data at first place? OKFN’s Open Definition6 defines Open Data as:
‘A piece of data or content is open if anyone is free to use, re-use and distribute it subject only at most
to the requirement to attribute and/or share alike’. Of note, this definition applies to metadata as
well.
In summary this means the following7:
 Availability and Access: The data must be available as a whole and at no more than a
reasonable reproduction cost, preferably by downloading over the Internet. The data must
also be available in a convenient and modified form.
 Re-use and Re-distribution: The data must be provided under terms that permit re-use and redistribution including the intermixing with other datasets.
 Universal Participation: Everyone must be able to use, re-use and re-distribute- there should
be no discrimination against fields of endeavor or against persons or groups. For example,
‘non commercial’ restrictions that would prevent ‘commercial’ or restrictions of use for certain
purpose (e.g. only education) are not allowed.
Open Data does not refer to personal or sensitive data that can be linked to individuals but only to
non-personal data, that is raw data or facts (e.g. numerical, statistical etc.) usually collected and
stored in databases, spreadsheets and tables. Based on the raw data, analysis can be written, web
tools can be built and policy can be created8. The idea behind Open Data is to publish the raw data
that constitute the secondary information that is published (from public bodies as Your Data Stories
project is concerned), in order to facilitate its re-use for new purposes, so to build on market and
societal capital.
The Commission’s work in the area of Open Data is focusing on generating value through re-use of a
specific type of data, public sector information, also referred to as government data that is all the
information that public bodies produce, collect or pay for9. The European Union has for years been
stressing the goal for opening up data as a resource for innovative products and services and as a
means of addressing societal challenges and fostering government transparency10. In June 2013, the
EU endorsed the G8 Open Data Charter and with other G8 members committed to implementing a
number of open data activities in the G8 members’ Collective Action Plan. The elements of European
Commission’s open data package and relative legal framework are discussed in detail in section 3. At

6

http://opendefinition.org/.
Open Data Support ‘The PSI Directive and Open Government Data’, slideshare available at
http://www.slideshare.net/OpenDataSupport/the-psi-directive-and-open-government-data.
8
Open Data Ireland: Best Practice Handbook, p.19 available at https://www.insight-centre.org/content/open-data-irelandbest-practice-handbook.
9
http://ec.europa.eu/digital-agenda/public-sector-information-raw-data-new-services-and-products. See also section 2.2.
10
The following section is based on G8 EU Action Plan available at http://ec.europa.eu/digital-agenda/en/news/euimplementation-g8-open-data-charter.
7
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this point let us highlight the challenges for making further progress towards openness of information
as defined in the G8 EU Action Plan in practical and technical level:
 Making data available in open format;
 Enabling semantic operability;
 Ensuring quality, documentation and where appropriate reconciliation across different data
sources;
 Implementing software solutions allowing easy management, publication or visualization of
datasets;
 Simplifying clearance of intellectual property rights;
2. Open Metadata
Metadata on the other hand refers to data about the data. In other words, it helps people to discover
data by providing structured information about a resource, in our case a dataset. The National
Information Standards Organization defines metadata as “…structured information that describes,
explains, or otherwise makes it easier to retrieve, use or manage an information resource. Metadata is
often called as data about data or information about information”11. In other words, metadata
provides information enabling to make sense of data (e.g. documents, images, datasets), concepts
(e.g. classification schemes) and real world entities (e.g. people, organization, places, paintings,
products)12. Thus, the wider the metadata is distributed, the higher the visibility of the data and/or
the dataset, making the use of an open license under which metadata is distributed an imperative.
The EC Guidelines include in their recommendations regarding the subsequent re-use of Open
Government Data and public sector bodies’ datasets (see also below 2.2. and 2.3.), the use of rich
metadata formats and explanatory documents on the metadata. The Europeana project was the first and very significant one, use case within the EU (though referring to cultural sector) that identified
the substantial benefits of open metadata and worked on certain types of roles metadata are playing
in a heritage institution’s business model13. Three basic role types were identified: i) metadata is not
directly or indirectly related to the generation of revenues; ii) metadata is a key resource that is of
direct importance to revenue generation; iii) metadata is the value proposition and therefore a direct
income source. In any case, the Europeana Licensing Framework14 came in line with a key
recommendation of the Comité des Sages report ‘The New Rennaissance’ which stated that
“Metadata related to the digitised objects produced by the cultural institutions should be widely and
freely able for re-use”15
2.2.2 Open Government Data
Open Government Data means16:
 Data produced or commissioned by government or government controlled entities.
11

http://www.niso.org/publication/press/UnderstandingMetadata.pdf.
Open Data Support ‘Introduction to Metadata Management’ slideshare available at
http://www.slideshare.net/OpenDataSupport/introduction-to-metadata-management?related=2.
13
The Problem of the Yellow Milkmaid: A Business Model Perspective on Open Metadata, p.16, available at
http://pro.europeana.eu/files/Europeana_Professional/Publications/Whitepaper_2-The_Yellow_Milkmaid.pdf.
14
The Europeana Licensing Report available at
http://pro.europeana.eu/files/Europeana_Professional/Publications/Europeana%20Licensing%20Framework.pdf.
15
The New Rennaissance’ report by the Comité des Sages on bringing cultural heritage on-line, 10 January 2011 availabe at
http://europa.eu/rapid/press-release_IP-11-17_en.htm.
16
see note 9.
12
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 Data, which is open as, defined in the Open Definition – that is, it can be freely used, re-used
and re-distributed by anyone.
 Data that is not sensitive or private.
The Commission defines open pubic data as all the information that public bodies in the European
Union produce, collect or pay for. This could include geographical data, statistics, meteorological data,
data from publicly funded research projects, and digitized books from libraries 17. The Commission
speaks about ‘open’ public data when the data can be readily and easily consulted and re-used by
anyone with access to a computer. In the European Commission's view 'readily accessible' means
much more than the mere absence of a restriction of access to the public. Access and re-use of data
can be made difficult by public authorities – often unintentionally – because of a number of barriers:
 A lack of information that certain data actually exists and is available;
 A lack of clarity of which public authority holds the data;
 A lack of clarity about the terms of re-use;
 Data which is made available only in formats that are difficult or expensive to use;
 Complicated licensing procedures or prohibitive fees;
 Exclusive re-use agreements with one commercial actor or re-use restricted to a governmentowned company.
Barriers such as these mean that public data cannot be called truly open data.
2.2.3 Datasets
According to W3Cs’ Data Catalogue Vocabulary, a dataset is ‘a collection of data, published or curated
by a single agent and available for access or download in one or more formats’18.
The Commission Notice 2014/C 240/01 (EC Guidelines) identifies via feedback or with the help of
experts a number of areas with high value datasets for priority release19. Inspired by the international
initiatives (like the G8 Open Data Charter that the EU has already endorsed) and guided by the
preferences expressed in the aforementioned open consultation, the following five thematic dataset
categories were identified as the ones in highest demand across the EU and could thus be given
priority for being made available for re-use:
 Geospatial Data: Postcodes, national and local maps (cadastral, topographic, marine,
administrative boundaries etc.).
 Earth Observation and Environment: Space and in situ data (monitoring of weather, land and
water quality, energy consumption, emission levels etc.)
 Transport Data: Public Transport data timetables (all modes of transport) at national, regional
and local levels, road, works, traffic information, etc.).
 Statistics: National, regional and local statistical data with main demographic and economic
indicators (GDP, age, health, unemployment, income, education, etc.).
 Companies: Company and business registers (lists of registered companies, ownership and
management data, registration identifiers, balance sheets etc.).
17

Much of the following section is based on http://europa.eu/rapid/press-release_MEMO-11-891_en.htm?locale=en.
http://www.w3.org/TR/vocab-dcat/#class-dataset.
19
Commission Notice 2014/C 240/01, Section 3 available at
https://ec.europa.eu/digital-agenda/en/news/commission-notice-guidelines-recommended-standard-licences-datasetsand-charging-re-use.
18
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In addition, EU funded research by Price Waterhouse Coopers has identified over 250 datasets at EU
institutions that are considered ‘high value’ and could be prioritized for active release 20. The research
took in account the results of a number of (national) public consultations, surveys and reports by
other consultants21. In the G8 EU Action plan the EU committed not only releasing high value datasets
held by its own institutions, but also to encourage Member States (including Greece, Netherlands and
Ireland) to do the same22. In a nutshell and following the EC Guidelines, public authorities should
assess in advance, preferably with feedback from relevant stakeholders, which datasets should be
released as a priority. Primarily this should involve gauging the expected impact in the areas of
innovation and business creation, government transparency and accountability and improved
administrative efficiency23. Following that particular attention should be paid to ensure their
availability, quality, usability and interoperability.
2.2.4 Linked Data
In essence, Linked Data is the shift, the evolution of a document based Web to a Web of interlinked
data.
‘Linked Data is about publishing and connecting structured data on the Web, using standard Web
technologies to make the connections readable by computers, enabling data from different sources to
be connected and queried allowing for better interpretation and analysis’24.
Tim Burners Lee outlined four design principles of Linked Data:
 Use URIs as names for things.
 Use HHTP URIs so that people can look up these names.
 When someone looks up a URI, provide useful information, using the standards (RDF,
SPARQL).
 Include links to other URIs so that they can discover more things.
Linked Data may be considered as Linked Open Data only if it is made available under an open license.
In a case study held by the ISA program of the European Union Commission, Linked Data is defined as
‘ a set of design principles for sharing machine readable data on the Web for use by public
administrations, business and citizens’25. The study highlights the emergence of the new paradigm for
data exchange centered around the Resource Description Framework and expresses the dedication of
the ISA program of the European Union Commission to this paradigm shift by initiating an action on
semantic interoperability. This action is putting these standards and technologies together for
improving eGovernment, at EU level. The results of this action shall be available for re-use by Public
Administrations in the Member States to implement open data policies, to open up their base
registries and to ease data exchange across borders. The study identifies several key Linked

20

LAPSI Position Paper on Access to Data, p.10, available at http://www.lapsi-project.eu/lapsi-20.
PwC (l. Bargiotti et al.) , Value based prioritisation of Open Government Data Investments (EPSI platform topic report no.
2014/08) [http://www.scribd.com/doc/238741083/Value-Based-Prioritisation-of-Open-Government-Data-Investments] ; See
also ISA report on http://ec.europa.eu/isa/actions/documents/isa_1.2_d3.1_final_report.pdf;
http://www.mckinsey.com/insights/business_technology/open_data_unlocking_innovation_and_performance_with_liqui
d_information.
22
See note 20.
23
See note 21.
24
See note 9.
25
EC ISA Case Study: How Linked Data is transforming eGovernment available at
http://ec.europa.eu/isa/actions/documents/isa_1.1-how-linked-data-is-transforming-egovernement_en.pdf.
21
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Government Data initiatives in the Member States among which, EC’s own Open Data Portal 26, Public
Spending27 in Greece and Geonovum28 in the Netherlands.
2.2.5 Content
For the scope of the present report, content is any content related to the Your Data Stories, which is
in principle eligible for copyright protection according to the copyright rules (YDS Content). YDS
Content refers indicatively to texts, graphs, designs, comments, logos etc. and/or software and/or
databases. YDS Content originates from: a) Public Sector Bodies; b) Users.
1. Public Sector Bodies Content
Public Sector Bodies’ Content (PSC) refers to all the secondary information that Public Sector Bodies
publish such as studies, reports, tools, policies based on raw (either Open or not) Government Data,
while accomplishing their institutional tasks and qualifies as YDS Content. This applies to PSC either
created internally by the Public Sector Bodies or by external contractors and/or as the result of a
public procurement process and/or as part of a Public Private Partnership. PSC must not be equated
to Public Sector Information in the sense that the former is any Public Sector Information that is in
principle eligible for copyright protection according to the copyright rules, which include copyright,
neighboring rights and sui generis database right. Given the lack of complete harmonization in
relation to the PSC copyright, three different hypotheses could be identified29.
i. No PSC is considered as copyrightable since it is exempted from copyright protection: in this
case national laws generally introduce a broad exemption from protection.
ii. Some PSC are protectable according to the copyright rules, but sometimes they are not: in this
case national Acts introduce analytical and narrow ad hoc exemptions from protection.
iii. All PSC (including legal texts and official texts) are considered protectable exactly as all the
other works of art: in this case national laws provide no exemption from protection.
Of note, most jurisdictions do not exclude generally PSC from copyright rights and/or sui generis
database rights protection. There are however some narrow/analytical exemptions like the decrees or
ordinances issued by public authorities or in judicial or administrative decisions in the Netherlands or
official texts expressive of the authority of the State notably to legislative, administrative or judicial
texts in Greece30.
2. User Generated Content
User Generated Content (UGC) for the scope of the present report is: a) any YDS Content users
produce and share during their day to day digital social interaction in the social Web; b) any YDS
Content (indicatively stricto sensu content, software, database, applications, web tools etc) users
produce as PSC and/or Public Sector Information and/or Open Government Data derivative work.
UGC is in principle eligible for copyright protection subject to any limitations and/or exceptions
and/or restrictions and/or terms and conditions may apply on an ad hoc basis. In the event UGC is a

26

Open Data Portal available at http://open-data.europa/eu/open-data/linked-data.
Public Spending available at http://publicspending.medialab.ntua.gr.
28
Geonovum availabe at http://www.geonovum.nl/.
29
LAPSI Best Practices in IP Report, p.7, available at http://www.lapsi-project.eu/sites/lapsiproject.eu/files/D3.1BestPracticesIPPO.pdf.
30
LAPSI Policy Recommendation 6 - Rights of Access to Public Information, p.1, available at http://www.lapsiproject.eu/policy.
27
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service or a product, patent or trademark protection may apply as well. The UGC’s licensing strategy
and the related input/output licensing schemes shall be discussed in more detail in Section 3.3.

2.3 The European Legal Framework
2.3.1 The European Legal Framework
Conditio sine qua non for re-use is access to public information31. Re-use of government information
naturally requires access to information and the effectiveness of reuse policies relies on practices and
rules that ensure access32. Rights of access to information at the EU level tend to be constitutionally
guaranteed (Art.5, 5A Greek Constitution, Art.110 Constitution of Netherlands, Ireland) and then
elaborated in a general Freedom of Information (FOI) Act33, to name the Greek Transparency Program
Initiative, in sum the Transparency Law 3861/2010 in Greece, the Act on Transparency - Wet
Openbaarheid van Bestuur in the Netherlands and Freedom of Information Act 2003 in Ireland.
Freedom of Information Acts (FOIA), as they are called in Anglo-Saxon jurisdictions or ‘Access to
Official Document Acts’, as they are called in continental jurisdictions, are often seen as precursors to
Open Data initiatives, as they provide access to data held by public sector bodies for the purposes of
accountability and transparency34. However, freedom of information laws place an obligation to
public bodies to release information upon request, which may not be automatically, be released as
Open Data.
FOI in the European Union context has a wide legal ground that starts from the clear development
towards the recognition of access to government information as a fundamental right under the
European Convention on Human Rights (ECHR) and extends to the Charter of Fundamental Rights of
the EU and the Council of Europe Convention on Access to Official Documents (Tromsø 18 June 2009),
which has not come into force as some major member States like the Netherlands have indicated that
signing it has no priority due to the costs associated with checking compatibility of large number of
acts with transparency clauses against the Convention35. FOI could on an ad hoc basis entail the
concept of freedom of expression but given that the Access Convention has not come into force, it is
just Article 10 of the European Convention on Human Rights the one that includes the right to ‘receive
and impart information and ideas without interference by public authority and regardless of frontiers’
with an explicit exception regarding environmental information36.
Regulation (EC) no 1049/2001 governs access to documents held by the three major institutions
(Parliament, Council and Commission). However, the PSI Directive (as described in detail below in
section 3.2.) itself does not oblige Member States to provide access. Recital 8 expressly clarifies that
‘The Directive builds on the existing access regimes in Member States and does not change the
national rules for access to documents’.

31

See note 30.
LAPSI Good Practices Collection Access to Data, p.3 available at http://www.lapsi-project.eu/sites/lapsiproject.eu/files/LAPSI_D2.1_GoodPracticesAccess(final).pdf.
33
LAPSI Good Practices Collection Access to Data, p.5 available at http://www.lapsi-project.eu/sites/lapsiproject.eu/files/LAPSI_D2.1_GoodPracticesAccess(final).pdf.
34
Open Data Ireland: Best Practice Handbook available at https://www.insight-centre.org/content/open-data-ireland-bestpractice-handbook.
35
Kamerstukken I 2010/11, 32 802, nr.1.
36
LAPSI Good Practices Collection Access to Data, p.10 available at http://www.lapsi-project.eu/sites/lapsiproject.eu/files/LAPSI_D2.1_GoodPracticesAccess(final).pdf.
32
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As we indicated above, freedom of information laws allow only access and not re-use. Of note, access
rules are in essence framed towards government accountability and transparency, whereas allowing
re-use does also have an economic objective37. The PSI Directive on the other hand allows re-use,
both commercially and not commercially and does not penetrate on access regimes. Re-use requires
re-users to know38:
 What information or data public sector bodies hold and what its characteristics are (PSI must
be discoverable)
 What information may be accessed, through which procedure and what the conditions for reuse are, including pricing (PSI must be available)
 Whether the data is of such quality (in terms of e.g. format, granularity, timeliness,
completeness, accuracy) that is usable.
Good access laws39:
1. Ensure the widest possible access to resources.
2. Limit the restrictions to what can be done with the information.
3. Provide legal certainty on what uses can be made.
4. Respect user preference with respect to e.g. format of supply
5. Help to reduce search costs.
6. Give re-users a voice in decision-making on what data are actively released and how.
Points 1 and 2 are central aspects of FOIA. In overall freedom of information laws are concerned
primarily with availability and much less with discoverability. Following the above it is clear that
although access is at the basis of re-use regimes, access to information laws play a limited role in
stimulating discoverability and usability of PSI for re-use purposes. As far as it concerns points 2-3,
licenses and (public domain) notices are key instruments and the last 4 to 6 points are aspects of
discoverability and usability, not a particular strong part of access laws.
2.3.2 EU’s Open Data Strategy
1. Non-Legislative Measures
Following its focus on generating value through re-use of PSI, the Commission took some concrete
non-legislative measures40 like i) economic studies; ii) engaged in discussions with Member States’ PSI
expert group; iii) funded the Legal Aspects of Public Sector Information (LAPSI) thematic network of
lawyers specializing on PSI re-use; iv) developed and funded the ePSIplatform41, a comprehensive web
platform with news on European PSI developments; v) developed the Open Data Portal42 for its own
documents and works towards aggregating content of existing open data portals inside the EU; vi)
contributed to the G8 process on opening up government information, also for re-use leading to the
adoption of the G8 Open Data Charter43; vii) stakeholder outreach activities .
2. Legislative Measures - PSI Directive

37

See note 35.
See note 35, p.6.
39
The following section is based on LAPSI Position Paper on Access, p. 6 available at http://www.lapsiproject.eu/sites/lapsi-project.eu/files/LAPSI_D2%202.pdf.
40
http://ec.europa.eu/digital-agenda/en/non-legislative-measures-facilitate-re-use.
41
http://www.epsiplatform.eu.
42
http://open-data.europa.eu/en/data/.
43
https://www.gov.uk/government/publications/open-data-charter/g8-open-data-charter-and-technical-annex.
38
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The legal cornerstone of Commission’s said focus is the adoption of Directive 2003/98/EC on the reuse of public sector information (PSI Directive). The Directive was adopted on 17 th November 2003
and entered into force on 31st December 2003. Towards the end of -initially human facilitatedunderstanding of information, Recital 2 explicitly states that the evolution towards an information
society influences the life of every citizen in the Community, inter alia, by enabling them to gain new
ways of accessing and acquiring knowledge44. The basic scope and subject matter of the Directive is
the re-use of existing documents held by public sector bodies in the Member States at national
regional and local levels45.
The European Commission summarizes the PSI Directive as follows46:
 Charges for re-use have to be limited at a ceiling calculated on the basis of actual costs. Public
sector bodies need to calculate charges per re-user in a way so that the total income from
charging does not exceed the costs incurred to produce and disseminate the information,
together with a reasonable return on investment.
 Public sector bodies are encouraged to apply lower charges or to apply no charges at all. On
request, public sector bodies must indicate the method used to calculate charges.
 Conditions for the re-use shall be non-discriminatory for comparable categories or re-use.
 Prohibition of cross-subsidies: If public sector bodies re-use their own documents to offer
added value information services in competition with other re-users, equal charges and other
conditions must apply to all of them.
 Prohibition of exclusive agreements: Public sector bodies may not enter into exclusive
agreements with individual re-users, excluding others. Such exclusive rights may only be
authorized in exceptional circumstances if they are necessary to provide services in the public
interest.
 Charges and other conditions for re-use have to be pre-established and published. If a request
for re-use is refused, the grounds for refusal and the means of redress need to be explained.
 Requests for re-use shall be processed within a specific timeframe (20 days for standard
cases).
 Licenses should not unnecessarily restrict possibilities for re-use or be used to restrict
competition.
 Member States are encouraged to use standard licenses in digital format.
The rational behind the PSI Directive extends much further than the FOI concept that is availability via
access laws. The core element of the PSI Directive is re-use, built on the existing access rules but
moving further in the sense that it introduces other uses of the public sector information than the
original purpose for which it was created or collected. By 2008 all Member States had reported
implementation of the obligations under the Directive in national law47.
Article 13 (2) introduced an impact assessment exercise of the PSI Directive throughout the EU
regarding its scope and impact ‘including the extent of the increase in re-use of public sector
documents, the effects of the principles applied to charging and the re-use of official texts of a
legislative and administrative nature, as well as further possibilities of improving the proper
44

http://eur-lex.europa.eu/LexUriServ/LexUriServ.do?uri=OJ:L:2003:345:0090:0096:en:PDF.
Articles 1&2 of Directive 2003/98/EC.
46
http://ec.europa.eu/digital-agenda/en/european-legislation-reuse-public-sector-information.
47
https://ec.europa.eu/digital-agenda/en/implementation-public-sector-information-directive-member-states.
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functioning of the internal market and the development of the European content industry’. Studies on
PSI re-use and relative market developments showcased the importance of open data to the
economy. Indicatively, the geo-information sector in the Netherlands in 2008 accounted for 15000
full-time employees48. The total market of public sector information in 2008 was estimated at € 28
billion across the EU49. The same study indicated that the overall economic gains from further opening
up public sector information by allowing easy access are around € 40 billion a year for the EU27. The
total direct and indirect economic gains from PSI applications and use across the whole EU27
economy would be in the order of € 140 billion annually.
Following that, a revision of the Directive consultation process commenced in order to broaden the
scope of the Directive’s applicability and remove certain restrictions on data access and re-use. This
led to an adoption of a package of legislative and soft law measures within the Commissions’ proposal
to amend the original PSI Directive (COM (2011) 877 final), making machine-readable formats for
information held by public bodies the norm.
On 26th June 2013, Directive 2013/37/EU of the European Parliament and of the Council was adopted,
amending the Directive 2003/98/EC on the re-use of public sector information. More specifically the
revised PSI Directive50:
 Introduces a genuine right to reuse by making re-usable all content that can be accessed under
national access to document laws;
 Lowers the upper ceiling for charges on re-use applicable in standard cases to marginal costs,
i.e. the costs incurred by the individual request for re-use (reproduction, provision and
dissemination costs); exceptions are allowed in a limited set of cases;
 Expands the scope of the application of the Directive to certain cultural institutions such as
libraries (including university libraries), museums and archives, but making them subject to a
number of different rules that reflect that set of rules of the 2003 Directive, namely;
There is no genuine right to re-use; only such documents the re-use of which has previously
been allowed are reusable;
Cultural institutions can charge re-users based on the principle of costs recovery, including a
reasonable return on investment;
Cultural institutions may engage in the award of exclusive exploitation rights if necessary to
ensure digitization projects;
 Reinforces the obligation to be transparent on conditions and on charges applied to re-use;
 Invites Member States to make more documents in machine readable and open formats.
Under the PSI Directive Public Sector Bodies have to51:
 Make information re-usable for commercial and non-commercial purposes under nondiscriminatory conditions;
 Process requests and provide access within 20 days (or 40 if request is complex); Justify
negative decision and inform about how to appeal;
 Charge no more than the marginal cost incurred for reproduction, provision and
dissemination; publicize charges and indicate calculation basis on request;
48

http://europa.eu/rapid/press-release_MEMO-11-891_en.htm?locale=en.
Review of recent studies on PSI re-use and related market developments, G. Vickery, August 2011.
50
http://ec.europa.eu/digital-agenda/en/news/what-changes-does-revised-psi-directive-bring.
51
See note 9.
49
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Publish license in digital format;
Make information available in pre-existing format and language, and where possible and
appropriate in open and machine-readable format together with their metadata; Both the
format and the metadata, should in so far as possible, comply with formal open standards;
Put in place practical arrangements that facilitate the search for documents available for reuse, such as assets lists, accessible preferably online, of main documents, and portal sites that
are linked to decentralized assets lists’;

Under the PSI Directive Public Sector Bodies may not52:
 Unnecessarily restrict re-use;
 Grand exclusive rights, unless necessary, subject to review every three (3) years;
Under the PSI Directive Public Sector Bodies do not have to53:
 Make information available that is excluded by virtue of access regimes in Member States;
 Adapt formats or provide translations;
3. Legislative Measures – The INSPIRE Directive54
On 15 May 2007, Directive 2007/2/EC of the European Parliament and the Council (INSPIRE Directive)
came into force establishing an infrastructure for the spatial information in Europe to support
Community environmental policies or activities that may have an impact on the environment. The
INSPIRE Directive aims at enabling the sharing of the environmental spatial information among public
sector organizations and better facilitate pubic access to spatial information across Europe. It is based
on the infrastructures for spatial information established and operated by the 28 Members of the
European Union and addresses 34 spatial data themes55 (i.e. transport networks, cadastral parcels,
buildings, statistical and administrative units etc), needed for environmental applications with key
components specified through technical implementing rules, making the INSPIRE Directive a unique
example of a legislative ‘regional’ approach.
To ensure that the spatial data infrastructures of the Member States are compatible and usable in a
Community and transboundary context, the Directive requires that common and fully binding
Implementing Rules (IR) are adopted in a number of specific areas (Metadata, Data Specifications
Network Services, Data and Service Sharing and Monitoring and Reporting). Full implementation was
required by Member States by 2009.
The INSPIRE Directive has a major impact on access and re-use of public sector spatial information.
Recital 3 expressly states the necessity for exchange, sharing, access and use of interoperable spatial
datasets and spatial data across the various levels of public authority and across different sectors. All
INSPIRE datasets are required to be pro-actively published through the INSPIRE geoportal at the
Euuropean Community level56. The obligation to conform to INSPIRE data specifications and the
requirement to provide access through discovery, view and download services, INSPIRE makes a very
important contribution, in particular to the legal and physical availability of public sector spatial
52

See note 9.
See note 9.
54
Much of the following section are based on http://inspire.ec.europa.eu.
55
http://inspire.ec.europa.eu/index.cfm/pageid/2/list/7.
56
The INSPIRE portal is available at http://inspire-geoportal.ec.europa.eu/
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information as well as to its usability57. To this end, Art. 3(7) of the INSPIRE Directive serves the
removal of legal barriers to re-use by linking the notion of openness to the notion of interoperability
as it clearly defines ‘‘interoperability’ as the possibility for spatial data sets to be combined, and for
services to interact, without repetitive manual intervention, in such a way that the result is coherent
and the added value of the data sets and services is enhanced’;
Licensing issues under the INSPIRE Directive find their legal and theoretical basis on the PSI Directive
arrangements as described in Section 3.3. below.
2.3.3 Licensing Under the PSI Directive and EC Guidelines
In August 2013 the Commission launched an online consultation followed by a public hearing and a
meeting of a Member States expert group on PSI. The aim was to gather the views of all interested
parties on the scope and content of the future Commission guidelines. Following that, the
Commission Notice 2014/C 240/0158 regarding guidelines on recommended standard licenses,
datasets and charging for the re-use of documents (EC Guidelines) was issued.
Taking into account the experience of the open licensing community, which favors on maximum
simplicity in the release of public data59, the EC Guidelines highlight Directive’s urge to Member
States, to deliver legal (and technical) openness and interoperability in their licensing policies, as part
of the broader objective of proper release of public sector information, in order to create according to
Recital 5 ‘conditions conducive to the development of Community-wide services’.
Recital 26 states that: ‘…any licenses for the re-use of public sector information should place as few
restrictions as possible…Open licenses available online, which grand wider re-use rights without
technological, financial or geographical limitations and relying on open standard formats, should play
an important role in this respect. Therefore, Member States should encourage the use of open licenses
that should eventually become common practice across the Union’. Art. 8(1) explicitly states that
‘Public Sector Bodies may allow for re-use of documents without conditions or may impose conditions
where appropriate through a license….’. In other words, licensing is not a mandate unless appropriate,
or necessary.
Formatted upon the above basis, the following licensing models apply in relation to public sector
information under the PSI Directive:
1. Notices (Public Domain Mark, CC0).
2. Standard open licenses (i.e. Creative Commons Licenses).
3. Custom-made open government licenses (i.e. indicatively in the Netherlands and Ireland).
In relation to point 1, licensing is (to the least) not necessary if the licensed PSI is a) in the Pubic
Domain as the case may be when the duration of copyright has expired, b) exempt from copyright on
a national jurisdiction basis, as the case may be for particular PSI like judicial, legal and administrative
texts, c) non-copyrightable, as the case may be in traditional knowledge, raw data or factual
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LAPSI Position Paper on Access, p. 11, available at http://www.lapsi-project.eu/sites/lapsiproject.eu/files/LAPSI_D2%202.pdf.
58
See note 21.
59
LAPSI License Interoperability Report available at
http://lapsi-project.eu/sites/lapsi-project.eu/files/D5_1__Licence_interoperability_Report_final.pdf.
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information, collectively in subject matter that does not fulfill the criteria of originality and form 60. As
the case may be EC Guidelines recommend for such PSI a simple ‘smart’ notice as the Creative
Commons Public Dedication Mark61. Licensing under CC0 differs in the sense that it refers to any work
whose rights holder wishes to ‘permanently surrender the copyright and sui generis database rights,
thereby placing it as nearly as possible to into the world public domain’62. This legal tool ensures full
flexibility for re-users and reduces the complications associated with handling numerous licenses,
with possibly conflicting provisions63.
According to point 2, other set of licenses that could allow the re-use of PSI and promote the
requirement of openness, without the need to develop and update custom-made licenses at national
or sub national level are open standard licenses, like the most recent Creative Commons Licenses
version 4.0. which have the same broad characteristics and correspond to features of licenses that are
widely circulated and used, therefore very useful for Your Data Stories project re-users. The main
types of open data/content licenses correspond to the six Creative Commons licenses, i.e.64:
1. Attribution: Others can distribute, remix, tweak and build upon your work, even commercially
as long as they credit you for the original creation.
2. Attribution – Share Alike: Others can remix, tweak and build upon your work, even
commercially as long as they credit you for the original creation and license their new
creations under the identical terms.
3. Attribution – Non Derivatives: Allows for redistribution, commercial and non-commercial, as
long as it is passed along unchanged and in whole with credit to you.
4. Attribution – Non Commercial: Others can, remix, tweak and build upon your work noncommercially and although their new works must also acknowledge you and be non
commercial, they don’t have to license their derivatives (adaptations) under the same terms.
5. Attribution – Non Commercial - Share Alike: Others can remix, tweak and build upon your
work non-commercially as long as they credit you for the original creation and license their
new creations under the identical terms.
6. Attribution – Non Commercial - Non Derivatives: Only allow others to download licensor’s
works and share them with others as long as they credit the source but they can change them
in any way or use them commercially.
However, we need to highlight that open standard licenses incorporating Copyleft mechanisms, like
Share Alike licenses, do not serve the interoperability end. Share Alike licenses make freedom of
reproduction conditional on the licensee undertaking a positive obligation to ‘share-alike’, to make
her/his contribution available downstream on the same conditions under which licensee has
incorporated the original work65.

60

LAPSI Licensing Guidelines, p.7, available at
http://www.lapsi-project.eu/sites/lapsiproject.eu/files/D5.2LicensingGuidelinesPO%20.pdf
61
http://creativecommons.org/publicdomain/mark/1.0.
62
T. Vollmer-D.Peters, Creative Commmons and Public Sector Information: Flexible tools to support PSI creators and reusers, as referred in LAPSI Position Paper 3, The Licensing of PSI, p. 4.
63
See note 21.
64
https://creativecommons.org/licenses/
65
LAPSI Position Paper on Licensing of Public Sector Information, p.6 available at http://ec.europa.eu/digitalagenda/en/news/lapsi-position-paper-n-3-licensing-public-sector-information.
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Custom-made open government licenses as referred in point 3, even if they entail the above broad
characteristics do enhance the advancing licensing proliferation and some additional interoperability
issues could crop up.
2.3.4 Restrictions and Limitations
The release and disclosure of PSI under certain licensing schemes as described in section 3.3. is at all
times subject to specific restrictions and limitations turning sometimes PSI licensing either
inapplicable or definitely limited. In addition re-use is necessary to be designed in compliance to such
restrictions and limitations.
1. Personal Data & Privacy
Article 2(a) of the Data Protection Directive defines personal data as ‘any information relating to an
identified or identifiable natural person ('data subject'); an identifiable person is one who can be
identified, directly or indirectly, in particular by reference to an identification number or to one or
more factors specific to his physical, physiological, mental, economic, cultural or social identity”. A
great amount of the information collected, produced, reproduced and disseminated by public sector,
like social, economic, geographical, weather, tourist, business, patent and educational information
(see Recital 4 PSI Directive 2003/98/EC) can be considered as personal data according to the
definition of the Data Protection Directive.
Opinion 06/2013 on open data and public information re-use66 emphasizes on risks embedded in the
greater accessibility of public information. It states that in all cases where the protection of personal
data and privacy is at stake, a balanced approach needs to be followed. On the one hand the re-use
market shall not be limited with undue cause while rights to personal data and privacy must be
respected. The main goal however is not to release public sector information with prejudice to
personal data protection but to introduce a data protection ‘by design and default’ and ‘data
protection impact assessments’ to ensure that data protection concerns are addressed before
personal data are made available for reuse.
Of great importance is the fact that apart from public sector bodies, re-users are subsequently
considered as data-controllers for the new data processing and should abide by all obligations of the
data protection legislation as well67. Thus, both public sector bodies and re-users should respect all
obligations and principles imposed by the Data Protection Directive such as fair and unlawful
processing, the principle of proportionality, the purpose limitation principle, the data quality principle,
limitation of data retention period etc (see Art.6 Directive 95/46/EC on the protection of individuals
with regard to the processing of personal data and on the free movement of such data or ‘the Data
Protection Directive’).
Article 7 of Data Protection Directive also provides limited criteria for legitimate data processing that
data controllers of all kinds (either public sector bodies or re-users) need to comply with, such as68:
 obtaining an unambiguous consent of data subjects,

66

Much of the following section is based on Opinion 06/2013 available at http://ec.europa.eu/justice/dataprotection/article-29/documentation/opinion-recommendation/files/2013/wp207_en.pdf.
67
LAPSI Policy Recommendation N.4 Privacy and Personal Data Protection, available at http://www.lapsiproject.eu/lapsifiles/lapsi_privacy_policy.pdf
68
ibid, p. 15.
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proving the necessity of the processing for the performance of a contract to which the data
subject is party or in order to take steps at the request of the data subject prior to entering
into a contract, or
proving the necessity for compliance with a legal obligation to which the controller is subject,
or
proving the necessity to protect the vital interest of the data subject,
or proving the necessity of the processing for the performance of a task carried out in the
public interest or in the exercise of official authority vested in the controller or in a third party
to whom the data are disclosed, or
proving the necessity for the purposes of the legitimate interests pursued by the controller or
by the third party or parties to whom the data are disclosed, except where such interests are
overridden by the interests for fundamental rights and freedoms of the data subject which
require protection under Article 1 (1) [of Data Protection Directive] .

Data controllers of all kinds (either public sector bodies or re-users) need moreover to respect all data
subject’s rights such as the right to access data, the right of rectification, erasure or blocking of data
when their processing does not comply with the data Protection Directive.
A combined reading of the PSI Directive (Recital 21, Art. 1(4)) and the amended PSI Directive (Art.3(1)
and Art1) leads to the conclusion that the principle of re-use is not automatic when the right to the
protection of personal data is at stake and does not override applicable provisions of data protection
law. Consequently, in cases in which the re-use includes personal data, the public sector body cannot
systematically invoke the need to comply with the PSI Directive as a lawful ground for making
available the data for re-use69. The EC Guidelines70 follow Opinion 06/2013 and introduce the
following general rule: when personal data is included in the re-usable public sector information, reusers need to be made aware of the rules on the processing of personal data from the outset, either
by a relevant appropriate provision in the respective license or by ‘smart notices’, indicating the
original purpose of personal data collection and processing and serving as a reminder of the
obligations with regard to the EU rules on personal data protection and national law transposing
these rules. Recital 11 of the amended PSI Directive expressly states however, that the Member
States should determine the conditions under which the personal data is lawful. In addition, personal
data must not be processed further to collection in a way incompatible with the specified explicit and
legitimate purposes for which those data were collected.
2. Third Party Intellectual Property Rights
PSI re-use brings up another contradiction of legitimate rights that needs to be balanced. On the one
hand it’s the circulation and advancement of information based market and on the other there is the
protection of interests and rights of creators and investors. Recital 9 of the amended PSI Directive
explicitly excludes material for which third parties hold intellectual property rights. As such we
consider third party copyrights and related rights, trademarks, patents and trade secrets.

69
70

See note 68.
See note 21.
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Following the above, it is necessary for both public sector bodies and re-users to ensure who owns
what. In order public sector bodies to ensure that they hold the rights necessary to release the PSI
they hold, they need to go trough the following steps71:
(a) Identify the types of rights subsisting on the PSI or related regulations and the relevant rightsholders or competent regulatory bodies;
(b) Identify the types of disclosure and release restrictions on the PSI by virtue of law;
(c) Trace and document the ways in which the PSI has been obtained by the PSB and the subsequent
in-flows of permissions and rights.
Content that is subject to third party copyright, neighbouring rights or sui generis database rights,
either prohibits or restricts its release for re-use. Such PSI may be re-used only in the event these
rights have a) fallen to Public Domain, b) are exempt from copyright or within specific exemptions
and/or limitations.
Trademarks are not such a common case in the PSI re-use arena. When trademarks appear as a
subject matter re-users may not interpret this as licensing of the related artwork or that the
trademark is related to the public sector body releasing the PSI or that there is any trademark
licensing in any possible fashion.
3. Confidential Information72
It is highly unlikely that confidential information may be released as open content/ data, however, it
could be released for re-use under certain circumstances (e.g. when provided to trusted third parties,
the original information provider is informed and consents to the reuse of the data and the
confidentiality clauses are repeated during the release of the information). According to Art1.2(ii)(c),
confidentiality may refer to statistical confidentiality and commercial confidentiality either business,
professional or company secrets (
4. Other
As PSI Directive builds on national rules regarding restrictions, access and moreover re-use of material
of sensitive character like material based on grounds of national security, defense, public security etc
is explicitly excluded.
2.3.5 National Legal Frameworks
2.3.5.1 GREECE
1. Open Data & Access to Information
1.1. The ‘Diavgeia’ Transparency Law73
In a period of strong economic recession, Greece is facing one of the most intense social and political
crisis of its history, with citizens characterized by substantial disenchantment with politics and a
cynical stance about their representatives. Action on transparency, accountability and citizen
71

Much of the following section is based on LAPSI Licensing Guidelines, p.7, available at http://www.lapsiproject.eu/sites/lapsiproject.eu/files/D5.2LicensingGuidelinesPO%20.pdf
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engagement became an imperative towards the need for a new public administration model that is
looking for new ways to continuously improve the services provided to its citizens. The government
introduced a set of open government initiatives targeting at establishing a new ‘social contract’
between the citizens and the state. The Greek Transparency Program Initiative (GTPI), in sum the
Transparency Law 3861/2010, widely known as ‘Diavgeia’, which means clarity, represents the
flagship transparency program in Greece. It consists of a combination of legal (law 3861/2010) and
technical (http:// et.diavgeia.gov.gr website) initiatives, to enforce mandatory publication of all
government decisions, calls for tenders, contracts and other legally binding documents, across all
public bodies, as of October 1st, 2010. Technically speaking, no decision by any public body is valid
under the Transparency Law without it being published in a machine readable form on the internet,
being stored and getting a unique identification number, which allows people to search and access
these data. Each document is digitally signed and assigned a unique Internet Uploading Number (IUN)
identifier, certifying that this document is published online and serving as a unique reference for
retrieving it. The Diavgeia platform has been in-sourced by GRNET (the Greek Research & Technology
Network)74, using open source software, and is hosted on virtual servers on top of the existing
infrastructure already owned by the public sector. Yperdiavgeia75, Public Spending/Where My Taxes
Go76, Greek Spending77 and Open Spending78 are the most important bottom up initiatives that used
GTPI’s open API in order to provide added value applications and services.
1.2. E-Government
Law 3979/2011, which is the Greek e-government framework law, contains a number of provisions
that improve existing access to information (art. 5 of the Code of Administrative Procedure) and reuse
of public sector information (Law 3448/2006, Law 4305/2014) laws. The most important provisions
are the ones stipulating (a) that Access to Information requests can now be electronically files (b) that
reuse of public sector information allows the creation of derivative works (c) that public
administration should take all appropriate measures for clearing or obtaining all necessary IPR on the
information it acquires (d) the creation of licensing registries and open data repositories (e) the
preference to free/ open source software for the public administration and (f) the adoption of a
unified open data and IPR licensing, in general, policies. While Law 3979/2011 introduced a number of
innovative provisions, it required 42 regulatory statutes in order to be in full operation and in that
sense a great part of it is still inactive. The ministerial decrees issued in March 2012 by virtue of Law
3731/2008 with regards to standardisation and interoperability of public sector services contain some
provisions that tackle a number of issues related to the not as yet issued ministerial decrees of Law
3979/2011, but there are still many pending question both with regards to the ways in which the
ministerial decrees are to be implemented and what their legal status is in relation to Law 3979/2011.
2. The PSI Laws
Greece has been one out of 13 Member States that adopted specific PSI re-use measures and
transposed the PSI Directive with Law 3448/2006. Apart from technical, legal standards were set as to
how to ensure interoperability and openness regarding proper release of public sector information.
The use of the Creative Commons 3.0. or other Open Government licenses were set as the standard
license for PSI re-use. Law 4305/2014 on the open supply and re-use of public sector documents,
74
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information and data, amended the Law 3448/2006 and constituted the adaptation of national
legislation to the provisions of Directive 2013/37/EU of the European Parliament and of the Council,
further enhancing transparency. The application of these laws requires the issuing of relevant
Ministerial Decrees, which are necessary for the issuing of public sector information. In March 2015,
Presidential Decree 28/2015 on the codification of all PSI related legislation was issued.
3. The Geospatial Law79
The INSPIRE Directive was transposed into Greek legislation with Law 3882/2010. The main features
of Law 3882/2010 are (a) that it views the whole of the public sector as a single pool of data both in
terms of sharing (data may be freely and at no charge shared between public administration bodies)
and in terms of acquisition, in the sense that all rights have to be cleared before geodata enter the
public sector (b) that it contains specific provisions for charging geodata with a particular preference
to marginal cost charging and (c) that it encourages free reuse of geodata mainly both for commercial
and non-commercial uses. Law 3882/2010 also contains very detailed provisions with regards to the
ways in which metadata are structured and the services that should be provided by PSBs. It also
contains a specific regulatory structure setting up a national geospatial data committee that is to
provide guidance as to how geodata are to be opened and re- used. The technical infrastructure for
the implementation of the open geodata policies is still being developed and funded through the
Digital Convergence EU-Greece co-funded operational program. However, the Greek Cadastre and
Cartography Organisation (OKXE) in collaboration with the research centre Athina have already
created a first version of an open geodata portal (www.geodata.gov.gr), which has been used in order
to accumulate and disseminate various data sets under a Creative Commons Attribution 3.0 license.
2.3.5.2 Legal Framework in Ireland80
1. Open Data in Ireland
Ireland has a strong data history, with key organizations such as the Central Statistics Office (CSO) and
the Royal Irish Academy, active communities such as geospatial and archiving, many leading research
institutions such as Insight Centre for Data Analytics and the Marine Institute, and national regulatory
organizations such as Health Information and Quality Authority (HIQA) and the Environmental
Protection Agency (EPA). While all publish data in machine-readable formats, most do not publish
data under an Open License. The current Irish PSI License is not considered an Open License as it
places a number of restrictions on re-use and distribution that go beyond the requirements of
attribution and/or share alike. For example, the license does not permit re-use “for the principal
purpose of advertising or promoting a particular product or service” or “in support of an immoral
purpose”. These restrictions have been found to present a legal obstacle to the re-use of Irish public
sector information in information products. Re-users who create information products, services, or
integrated datasets comprising Open Data from multiple sources, are required to pass on such
restrictions in the terms and conditions for their own products. This can be impractical, or impossible
where these restrictions are incompatible with other licensing requirements. For example, the
OpenStreetMap project, a global effort by a community of mappers to create a free and openly
licensed map of the world, often relies on public data sources, but cannot use data published under
79
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the Irish PSI License. Following the above, Open Data has not currently been implemented on a
national scale in Ireland. Several Open Data initiatives have been implemented on a more local
scale81.
Ireland is a late member of the Open Government Partnership as it became a full member in July 2014
with the submission by the Minister of Ireland’s firs National Action Plan. According to the Irish Open
Government Action Plan / Open Data and Transparency Draft Actions, in relation to PSI licensing, the
transposition of EU PSI Directive will be used to examine how the Irish PSI License82 can be aligned to
international standards and definitions for ‘open’ and ‘re-usable’ data. The Roadmap on Open Data83
expressly recommends the need to identify a standard Open License that should be associated with
all Irish Open Data. The options are to:
 Adopt an existing Open License (such as CC 4.0.);
 Review the existing Irish PSI license or
 Create a new Open License
Of importance to the interoperability aspect, the Roadmap recommends the adoption of CC 4.0, as a
standard Open License that should be associated with all Irish Open Data, withstanding a legal
examination to be overseen by the Steering and Implementation Group for Open Data Ireland (SIG), in
order to ensure its compatibility in an Irish system. At the same time all metadata shall be associated
with this standard Irish Open License.
2. PSI Laws
In 2005, the PSI Directive was transposed into Irish law by Statutory Instrument (SI) European
Communities (Re-Use of Public Sector Information) Regulations 2005 (SI 279 of 2005), which was
amended with the European Communities (Re-Use of Public Sector Information) (Amendment)
Regulations 2008 (S.I. No. 103 of 2008). The Statutory Instrument places an obligation on public
sector bodies to provide information about material that they are prepared to release under the
Directive. The Centre for Management and Organisational Development (CMOD) in the Department
of Finance was responsible for governing the PSI Directive, but this was taken over by the Department
of Public Expenditure and Reform in July 2011. The website psi.gov.ie was set up, containing all
relevant documentation, the Irish PSI license and links to the PSI web-pages of all public bodies that
are covered by the Directive. In 2005, the Department of Finance published a circular to all the public
sector bodies in Ireland that have obligations under the PSI legislation, recommending, among other
things, to create a page on their existing websites listing their PSI office, charging regime, list of data
available for re-use, etc. Trying to evaluate the adoption and impact of the PSI Directive in Ireland is
difficult, as, there has been no centralized approach to recording the number of PSI reuse requests.
Each public-sector body is responsible for maintaining their own records of reuse requests.
In terms of licensing, the most commonly used license for public sector information in Ireland today
is, as described above, the Irish PSI license, the ‘Licence to Re-use Public Sector Information under the
European Communities (Re-use of Public Sector Information) Regulations 2005 (SI 279/2005). This is
used by data.fingal.ie and in some datasets in Dublinked. Some Irish data catalogues define a license
81
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at a dataset level based on the original provider of the datasets it catalogues, such as Dublinked and
the Irish Spatial Data Exchange. Some data catalogues have defined a new set of term, such as the
Marine Data Online and EPA GeoPortal, and some data catalogues have no license defined, such as
the AIRO Datastore.
3. The Geospatial Law84
The INSPIRE Directive was transposed in Irish Law on 1 August 2010, through Statutory Instrument No
382/201085. The Directive will be implemented in stages with the INSPIRE “roadmap” setting out
target dates for full implementation by 2019. The Department of Environment Community and Local
Government (DECLG) is responsible for the implementation of the INSPIRE Directive in Ireland and has
prepared an INSPIRE Directive Implementation Program to meet the roadmap deadlines and to
manage the work required to develop an Irish Spatial Data Infrastructure (ISDI) that is both INSPIRE
Directive compliant and effective.
The Irish INSPIRE regulations follow the INSPIRE principle as stated Art 13(2) in relation to access and
re-use of spatial data that states that ‘in every particular case, the pubic interest served by disclosure
shall be weighed against the interest served by limiting or condition’ unless certain conditions apply
(i.e. geospatial data not in electronic format, IPRs, protection of the environment etc). In relation to
sharing with other public bodies the Irish INSPIRE regulations (Regulations 7(1) and (2) SI 382.2010)
require that:
 Public bodies shall adopt measures for the sharing of spatial data sets and services between
the public bodies...
 These measures shall enable the public bodies to gain access to spatial data sets and services,
and to exchange those sets and services, for the purposes of public tasks that may have an
impact on the environment.
 The measures...shall preclude any restrictions likely to create practical obstacles, occurring at
the point of use, to the sharing of spatial data sets and services.
These required measures may be addressed by public bodies by participating in the Irish Spatial Data
Infrastructure project and signing up to the ISDI Data Sharing Agreement. The arrangements for the
sharing of spatial data sets and services, for the purposes of public tasks that may have an impact on
the environment, may extend to include:
 public bodies of other member states;
 the institutions and bodies of the Community;
 to bodies established by international agreements to which the Community
and Ireland are parties.
NOTE: These arrangements may be accompanied by requirements under Irish law conditioning their
access and use like Freedom of Information Act 200786 and Data Protection Acts 1988 and 200387.
84
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Finally, the Irish INSPIRE Regulation 7(3) SI 382/2010 gives direction on the issue of licensing and
charging on INSPIRE datasets, the following provisions should be noted where applicable:
 Public bodies that supply INSPIRE datasets and services may license them to, and/or require
payment from, other public bodies or institutions and bodies of the Community that use these
spatial datasets and services.
 Charges and licenses must be fully compatible with the general aim of facilitating the sharing
of spatial data sets and services between public bodies.
 Where charges are made, these shall be kept to the minimum required to ensure the
necessary quality and supply of spatial data sets and services together with a reasonable
return on investment, while respecting the self- financing requirements of public bodies
supplying spatial data sets and services.
 Spatial data sets and services provided to Community institutions and bodies in order to fulfill
reporting obligations under Community legislation relating to the environment shall not be
subject to any charging.
2.3.5.3 Legal Framework in The Netherlands88
1. Open Data & Access to Information in the Netherlands
According to the Dutch perspective, open public data are data that are:
 Are paid for from the public purse and generated during or for the provision of a public
service;
 Are available to the public;
 Are free of copyright and other third party rights;
 Are machine-readable and preferably comply with open standards (not PDF but XML, CSV
etc.);
 Can be used without restriction in the form of cost, compulsory registration, etc.;
If data meet these criteria they are accessible and can be re-used by everyone. They can be used and
processed by members of the public. Owners need to update the data regularly. Responsible for
open data in the Netherlands is the Ministry of the Interior and Kingdom Relations (BZK). The Dutch
government published the Strategic Vision on Open Data89 and the final version of the associated
Open Data Action Plan90. According to these documents the main principle on Dutch Open
Government Data is the one of ‘publication unless’. Data must be unlocked unless there are legal
grounds for not doing so (section 3.3. Dutch legislation).
The basic public access law in the Netherlands is the Government Information (Public Access) Act
(WOB) since 1980, where the main thrust is Ministries to passively open up the data contained in their
documents, in both paper and digital format and the information (electronic or otherwise) they
contain. The information is considered public unless exempt under WOB. There are some absolute
exemptions that apply in the following four areas in which government shall never publish provide
information a) matters relating to the Crown; b) State security: c) business and manufacturing data
88
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shared with the government in confidence: d) personal particulars as defined in section 16 of the
Personal Data Protection Act (Data on a person's religious beliefs or ideology, race, politics, health,
sex life, union membership, criminal record and unlawful or disorderly behavior in connection with a
banning order). Dutch Ministries are not yet obliged by the WOB to open up their data actively,
although this seems to change according to the Open Data Action Plan.
Of note, not all government organisations are subject to the WOB but only government organisations
that are defined as administrative authorities under the general Administrative Law Act. The High
Councils of State, such as Parliament and the Court of Audit, are not administrative authorities and
are therefore not subject to the WOB. They have their own freedom of information regulations. There
may be organisations who are subject to the WOB but sorts of the data they hold or produce are not
and are subject to separate regulations. Additionally, as the case may be access to individual entries
of these databases is subject to relevant charges. Such organisations include Kadaster (the land
registry), the trade registry of the Chamber of Commerce and Statistics Netherlands (CBS). However,
there is no comprehensive overview, of the government organisations and government data that are
exempt from the WOB or of the consequences for publication.
2. PSI Laws
There is currently no PSI law in the Netherlands requiring government bodies to publish open
government data. The WOB makes a distinction between passive and active publication. In passive
publication, a government organisation provides information on request. In active publication, it does
so of its own volition. The WOB sets a series of general requirements on the government's active
opening up of information (e.g. 'in an understandable form', 'in such a fashion as to reach as many
interested parties and interested citizens as possible’). It does not oblige the government to post
information on the Internet so that it can be found91. In addition the WOB does not refer to another
criteria of open data, either: machine-readability. The data published by organisations that are
exempt from the WOB are subject to specific regulations. Under the Statistics Netherlands Act, for
example, Statistics Netherlands may publish its statistics, but not the underlying data. All data
The function described leads us to characterize the WOB as a non-binding procedural tool for
openness rather than an access/PSI law per se. In practice we have observed certain deviations in
terms of both availability and the set open standards. As the case may be public bodies may on many
grounds reject a publication request or black out extended parts thereof, proceeding on publication
of preselected parts. Citizens retain the right to appeal on courts of first and second degree. However
such a proceeding is time, energy and money consuming and certainly does not promote the scope of
the WOB. If however public bodies are ordered to publish data under the WOB this publication needs
to take place on the Rijksoverheid website. In addition the documents published rarely satisfy the
open standards as they become available in PDF forms making data and text mining almost
impossible.
Data ownership issues are regulated by the Copyright Act and the Databank Act. There is a conflict
between the interests of intellectual property rights and re-usability. Money seems to be the sticking
point as government organisations that generate revenue from the sale of data do not want to give
them away completely free of charge and free of copyright. As a rule, the government waives its
91
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ownership rights when it first provides the data as open data unless or it specifically states that it
retains them.
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3 Section B: Ethical Issues
3.1 Ethics as a Hyper-Regulatory Mode
In Part A we examined EU’s legal regulatory elements around Public Sector Information (PSI) and
Open Data (OD) Policies. We approached PSI Directive as the key regulatory document in the EU’s OD
policy and we presented the transposition of PSI/OD policies from the European Commission to the
periphery and the YDS participating countries, Greece, Netherlands and Ireland in particular. The
objective of such PSI/OD policies is an openly accessible, discoverable and usable information
environment that shall operate as the driver for the enhancement of governmental transparency and
interdisciplinary collaboration and participation that altogether aim to fight corruption and meet
societal and market needs. Adherence to the law to this end is however not enough. In his classic
work Code and other Laws of Cyberspace (1999)92, Lessig argues that regulation is a mix of four
modalities that are law, market, social norms and technology (or architecture). These four modalities
interact with each other and form the environment of the citizens of the internet accordingly.
In the emerging Web 3 era, as different kinds and/or sets of data conduct constant real time
interactions, these data have become of significant importance in the formulation of a ‘wider
autonomous algorithmic intelligence’, if we may say. As embedded in the information and
communication technologies (ICTs) and following its uptake by the society, this autonomous
algorithmic intelligence, has shaken established reference frameworks through the following
transformations93: a) the blurring of the distinction between reality and virtuality; b) the blurring of
the distinction between human, machine and nature; c) the reversal from information scarcity to
information abundance; and d) the shift from the primacy of entities to the primacy of interactions. In
this realm we often see regulation by proxy through entities or –to be precise- through entities’
interactions with no legal and more important no ethical mandate or consciousness. We see Internet
governance handled by proxy through technology (Code is Law Principle). And we see technology
handled by proxy through data. Following the ‘code is law’ principle, social norms create specific
standards of behavior in information spaces of small or larger scale. At the same time commercial
players appear and a relevant market of information intensive services arises, imposing the terms of
the game according to its main pursues. It is apparent that this regulation process may turn arbitrary
and the design of the information space remains incomplete and imperfect. As the information space
evolves and mediates between humans and nature the conflict of interests and values therein
becomes more intense than ever. So, the main question on the information ethics ground is how we
design ethically sound regulation modalities?
In this blurry and messy data driven information environment, where all four modalities of regulation
interact in such complex ways, many ethical issues, concerns and constraints arise. Technology
mediates between humans and the environment and operates as an equal to human ethical factor 94.
Human affairs and political structures are mediated by technology as well. In that sense, the
enforcement of an ethical consciousness in terms of knowledge and behavior among all different
ethical actors (individuals, companies, parties, organizations, algorithmic systems, technologically
augmented humans etc) is imperative. This ethical conduct, defined by a specific set of general ethical
92
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principles, must be enforced in all ethical actors operating in all modalities of regulation. It also needs
to be adjusted in the special needs, features, context and culture of each separate informative space,
in order to maintain a strong connection among all ethical factors to an absolutely necessary system
of ethical values that will mitigate the ethical friction of the information society to the extent possible.
In this way the citizens of today’s hyperconnected and technologically mediated digital world may
manage to start a ‘negotiation’95 with a) governments who appear to have taken up almost total
surveillance; b) the digital oligarchs who appear to have taken control of the handling processing and
trading of their personal data; and c) their own peers with a view to a mutually beneficial
compromise.

3.2 Information Ethics at a glance
Our current techno-economic condition understands ICT as the driving force and the oxygen of our
digital society and information based economy. The most developed post-industrial societies literally
live by information and ICT keeps them constantly augmented. Thus, the creation, dynamics,
management and utilization of information, along with the rest computational and informational
resources are absolutely vital96. In the discipline of philosophy of information as introduced by
Luciano Floridi, human beings are viewed as sophisticated information beings. Information on the
other hand is addressed in relatively simplistic terms as97: a) Resource; b) Product; c) Target. Each
feature implicates certain ethical issues and problematic that influences how Lessig’s four modalities
regulate and interact with each other. The ethical engineering of these modalities is strongly
connected to the analysis of all the moral issues that arise from each particular feature.
Information as a Resource
Floridi argues that the ethical issues of information as a resource depend mainly on the ‘triple A’ that
stands for availability, accessibility and accuracy of informational resources independently on their
format, kind and physical support. Following the legal justification of the PSI Directive as described in
section A, let us add to the ‘triple A’ a D’ and a U’ that stand for discoverability and usability, all high
ranked ends of the open data ecosystem. Main ethical issues and concerns related to the information
as a resource are digital divide, the problem of infoglut, that is masses of continuously increasing
information, poorly structured and organized and finally the trustworthiness and reliability of
information resources.
Information as a Product
Due to the transformations that have already occurred in our socioeconomic environment,
information users have turned to information producers blurring the distinction between the ‘supply
side’ and the ‘demand side’. Information users, also seen as producers, automatically fall into a state
of constraints and opportunities with specific moral implications like accountability, liability, libel
legislation, testimony, plagiarism, advertising, propaganda, misinformation and generally the
ineffective or misleading management and exploitation of information even in a legally foreseen
manner. All these moral implications lead us to the need for a scrutiny of the practices followed
during the information production process and especially within the open data ecosystem, which,
95
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while aims at individual liberty, democratic politics, the limitation of market distortions and the
creation of information products and services it may produce totally contrary results.
Information as a Target
The final dimension of information in the ethics context, as described by Floridi, is information as a
target. Critical element here is the moral evaluations and actions that a potential information
user/producer makes during the collection, processing, storage, management and exploitation of
information, while contradicting legal rights and ethical values apply and major conceptual
classifications and prioritizations need to pop up. Major issues that may arise in this sense are privacy,
confidentiality, intellectual property, hacking as the unauthorized access to a computerized
information system, open source, freedom of expression, technological determinism, censorship,
filtering. So ethical actors need to enter in a balanced state where, while they get their view, they will
affect the information sphere in a positive way.

3.3 Ethical Issues related to PSI/OD Policies
The development of the ICTs and the reciprocal formation of the digital information environment
constantly extend the list of the issues touched by digital ethics. Along with the ones included in the
Resource-Product-Target model other hot issues like IoT and Big Data, the right to be forgotten,
robots and drones, virtual currency etc apply. The present paper examines briefly the main ethical
issues and the contradicting rights and ethical values embedded or addressed one way or another to
the PSI/OD policies.
3.3.1 Intellectual property vs. Openness
Intellectual property can be defined as property in the products of the human intellect 98. As such,
arguments justifying the existence of physical property are reflected by the arguments put forward
for IP. However these natural rights justifications seem problematic in terms either of their existence
or their formulation and enforcement99. The dominant justification of intellectual property is
therefore economic and utility based one. Intellectual creations are costly and resource intensive and
creators will only engage in the process of creation if they know that they will be rewarded 100.
With regard to ethical issues raised by ICT, two groups of intellectual property currently constitute the
main items of IP: software and content101 (where for the scope of the present paper information and
data apply as content as well). Questions whether software or content should be owned or how they
can be protected and how protection mechanisms can be enforced are of great ethical, social and
philosophical relevance today. The dominant type of legal intellectual property protection applicable
to software and content is copyright. Copyright in ICT is executed either via hard law tools (binding
legal instruments and laws, acts etc) or via soft law (quasi-legal instruments with weaker binding force
compared to hard law, namely licenses). Contrary to the justification and legal protection of IP there
are many arguments both, pragmatic and moral ones against the legitimacy of IP protection in the
ICT.
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While software development started as a free and open project, copyright holders started back in the
nineties to control their software as any other subject of copyright protection, turning their subject of
protection to proprietary software, which implies that the protected software is treated as property,
where natural, economical and moral rights may apply. Patents may apply as well, while sui generis
rights after pan-european deliberation were considered impractical. Of note, proprietary software is
beyond copyright, also protected by secret, when the corresponding source code is not distributed 102.
Hence legal and technical limitations prevented software developers to modify and/or further
develop the code that controlled their hardware. As mentioned, proprietary software is however not
the founding business model in software engineering. Thus, as the ‘silos’ development model started
dominating the industry, developers started asking how to protect the internet from the copyright
holders103. To that end they started promoting than restricting the availability and use of the source
code with one greater goal, to promote a project for all104. The driving force behind such a
collaborative process is a ‘distributed constructionism’ as defined by Floridi and Sanders105. This
distributed constructionism stands for an ‘unsuspected but evident interest, shared by a community’
while the coordination of efforts to produce a global product is based on ‘local specific components’.
The open source software movement claims autonomy, quality and accountability contrary to closed
systems that claim strategic advancement. It links open code to a commons of code, knowledge and
innovation upon code106. It sees open source projects and communities as trusted systems, barrier to
digital divide. Latest years it has advanced as the ‘political key’ to a better society. What we see
however due the course of time is that both copyright and peer-to-peer technologies are regulatory
modalities that serve different purposes and have different rationales107. But while the objectives
they pursue are mainly expressed through law and code, they also use market and norms as
secondary modalities of regulation that all together, as they interact, need a thorough ethical
evaluation.
ICT’s content refers mainly to information and data. On the one hand powerful lobbies support the
further extension of the IP in all grounds of protection due to the development of information and
knowledge economy. Towards the end of monopolising information and knowledge, more rights, like
neighboring rights, sui generis rights (e.g. sui generis database right) are added in the legal arsenal of
information/data holders, providing further layers of protection and more obstacles (legal, technical,
economical) for potential users to overcome. On the other hand we have the ‘information commons’
movement, which claims fundamental moral right to information for everyone. The same goes for the
open data ecosystem. Data has to be free of any legal or technical constrain even for commercial uses
with the minimum obligation to attribute the source and/or share alike. Himma observes that
according to this line of argument, the class of information or data objects is a morally protected
resource for all to use (Himma 2006). Any protection of IP, then, that gives a right to some person to
exclude others from the use of some informative proposition by requiring a fee has the effect of
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removing something from the information commons and thus has the effect of wrongly depleting it,
he continues. Thus, the “commons argument” concludes that information should be freely available
and not subject to IP protection108. Others argue that since information came digital and hence,
subject to easy, rapid and wide dissemination, IP protection is morally illegitimate, because, as the
matter is put, ‘information should be free’109. To this end Barlow moved a step further claiming that
information wants to be free110. Other ethical arguments against IP protection have to do with the
special character of intellectual entities that is the ability to be consumed by infinite amount of
people simultaneously, the moral right of free speech, the social character of intellectual content,
which in plain English equals to the chicken and egg question, the cost of publishing digital
information, which approaches zero as the number of users grows larger and so on and so forth.
As the case may be, what is of great importance, especially for continental jurisdictions is whether
authors have a morally protected interest in the contents of their creation and to what extend. IP is
an incentive for the time skill and labor that authors devote for their intellectual activity, results and
products. As such it provides authors with the right to condition access to and use of content upon
payment of a fee. This right exists at the outset of the creative process as prudential interest that
refers to the time and energy of every content producer111. The issue here is whether this prudential
interest in author’s time and energy while creating intellectual content is of moral value and if such a
value supersedes the social function of such content.
Following this conflict of interests what needs to be assessed from an ethical point of view is the
social function of IP and how to enforce it. In other words, when granting or exercising an intellectual
property right, a social duty is simultaneously imposed to the rights holder 112. Such duties may derive
straight from fundamental rights like freedom of expression, freedom of information, artistic freedom
or freedom to conduct business113. This requires a very cautious approach that needs to take into
account all rights along with their social function and the moral values at stake. That’s the time where
limitations and exceptions come at play.
In the PSI/OD realm the issue at question is how to strike the balance between the rights of rights
holders and the ones of users-creators and how to promote relevant social functions. As we
showcased in Section A, Creative Commons licenses constitute a flexible licensing system to that end
as they reserve some copyrights on the one side and serve public interest on the other. For public
sector information in particular, governments within the EU share it mostly under a Creative
Commons Attribution or compatible license where minimum restriction for the re-use is to attribute
the source. However, content under exclusive rights within the PSI is explicitly excluded from sharing.
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3.3.2 Privacy vs. Transparency
3.3.2.1 Welcome to the attention market
Everything we do on the internet leaves a trail of information, a digital footprint114. Whether directly
through our actual digital attitude like e.g. releasing geotagged information, or being active on social
networking sites by sharing photographs on flickr, checking-in on facebook, tweeting political views
on twitter etc or indirectly by simply using ICT, like for instance enjoying the comfort of our smart
phones and giving away our location at all times, texting, emailing, web browsing, or simply through
our search engine queries. But merely revealing data is not enough. All these random bits of data
constitute simply raw material about your personality, lifestyle, inclinations, weaknesses, desires and
objectives. But, as Sullins points out the more and more layers of information you release, the deeper
one can come to understand you, understand who you are, what you do, who you know, where you
go, what you believe (Sullins 2010). However, in order to achieve this kind of detailed information
with the required amount of accuracy requires a certain context. Whether this context is on remains
to the end user to assess. Whether the end user will raise the right questions while assessing the
context -if he ever does so-, is far from straightforward.
Let us reflect now on something slightly different but surprisingly relevant. Herbert Simon already in
the early 70’s suggested that: «...in an information-rich world, the wealth of information means a
dearth of something else: a scarcity of whatever it is that information consumes. What information
consumes is rather obvious: it consumes the attention of its recipients. Hence a wealth of information
creates a poverty of attention and a need to allocate that attention efficiently among the
overabundance of information sources that might consume it». As ICT’s pervade and our screens
multiply either as traditional TV’, PC’s and laptops or as tablets, phones and any other medium of
content and information, our attention is allocated. In other words, we experience an overabundance
of information that transforms attention to a scarce and distributed asset. And the problem of
attention span crops up. As Lessig puts it in a landmark blogpost: “To understand something--an
essay, an argument, a proof of innocence-- requires a certain amount of attention. But on many issues,
the average, or even rational, amount of attention given to understand many of these correlations,
and their defamatory implications, is almost always less than the amount of time required. The result
is a systemic misunderstanding--at least if the story is reported in a context, or in a manner, that does
not neutralize such misunderstanding”115. Producers of information as actors of the emerging
attention market seek to capture public’s attention and create either commercial or social value. In
the digital economy the most successful actors are the mediators between people and information,
which support the filtering, organising and trustworthy selection of content 116. More data brings more
listings and correlations and hence more value. However, this value may not always be released or
exercised in the appropriate manner. On the contrary, as neither the context of mediators’ efforts
may be relevant, nor the motives and methods that lay behind these efforts may be ideal, the
implications of such contextualized intercreativity may simply discount public’s personal data and
privacy rights. So balancing concepts like privacy and transparency, personal data and accountability
ranks high in the coding of the information spaces.
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3.3.2.2 The privacy context
Critical mass and resource for the attention market is the data of all sorts, public data, personal data,
open data, proprietary, linked and big data, user generated data and social media streams, all the
data that lay across the internet and the web in a diverse and incompatible format. All these kinds of
data carry stories ready to be told. Stories that can be told and understood in many different ways,
that may be used for the benefit or to the detriment of the data subject, stories that can be
misleading even if the raw data behind is accurate. Stories contextually false. This means that we
must pay close attention to the forces that access and manipulate that data. The wrong information
in the wrong hands can critically alter your ability to operate in the social world117.
To no doubt there is a lot of personal information on the web. The World Economic Forum has
discriminated in its 2011 Report on Personal Data between three types of personal data 118:
volunteered, observed and inferred data. Volunteered data are defined as data that individuals
“explicitly share about themselves” through electronic media, for example, when someone creates a
social network profile or enters credit card information for online purchases. Observed data are data
“captured by recording activities of users” (in contrast to data they volunteer). Examples include
Internet browsing preferences, location data when using cell phones or telephone usage behavior.
Inferred data are “data from individuals, based on the analysis of personal data [such as] credit
scores… calculated based on a number of factors relevant to an individual’s financial history”. It is
clear that a constant processing of individuals’ digital footprint, which either stands as identifiable
personal data or not is taking place directly or indirectly at all times. All this data is literally a goldmine
for the information intermediaries of the attention market as well as a fundamental threat to privacy
and detriment to individual’s trust to information spaces. Acts of inappropriate use, disclosure or
manipulation of our personal information can rightly be seen as acts of aggression against our very
personality119. Preserving public’s personal data and the right to privacy is of particular relevance to
our information society well-being. Therefore the privacy context needs to be understood in depth.
Context in terms of web analysis is perceived as a set of tasks or a general framework of attitudes that
enables users to extent the range of information exchange and collaborative action mainly through
trust mechanisms120. Failure to understand the importance of context to privacy, and the potency of
context-relative expectations for privacy perceptions, is one of the main explanations of the
difficulties in developing privacy policies for new technologies and institutions according to Helen
Nissenbaum121. Nissenbaum’s theory of contextual integrity recommends specifying the social context
in which a data management practice takes place, understanding the norms, expectations and actors,
which are active in the context, and specifying the data and information flows characteristic of a new
practice122. In other words, we need to understand what do people expect to happen, and what
117
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actually will happen when a new information management practice (in our case, the release of
datasets onto the Web with little or no restriction) is put in place123? In the realm of the overloaded
information space where attention is scarce and the capacity differences among information
producers and users or users-producers real, what’s of great importance is not only the actual use of
data but also the potential use of the data and the implications of those uses. Such potential and the
implications thereof cannot be foreseen. But still, it is exactly this unforeseeable potential that
enables citizens to rewrite the available data stories in unexpected ways promoting transparency,
accountability and freedom of speech.
3.3.2.3 The transparency context
The attention market is growing while ICTs pervade and information producers share their stories. But
where are these stories coming from, on what basis and for what purpose? According to Hayek,
knowledge about an economy or society is distributed across its population; therefore, individuals are
best placed to judge their own information and data needs (Hayek 1945)124. Assymetries to
information lead to assymetries of power and should therefore be eliminated was Diderot’s stance
(cf. Diderot [1755]1995)125, while John Stuart Mill states that the utmost possible publicity and liberty
of discussion is an important condition for improving our understanding of the world via critical
debate, and the widest participation in the details of judicial and administrative business will only be
effective if the discussants are well-informed (Mill 1861, Chapter 6; see also Mill 1859 , part II)126. All
spectrum of political philosophy pleads for freely available data and information. Technically speaking
this equals to release data in a reusable form, with the minimum restrictions, namely the restriction
only to attribute the source and/or share alike, via an accessible tool, and relevant administrative
support. And since the attention market actors do not present the data neutrally, open data allows
the repurposing and reconnection of the data so as to allow a both top down and bottom up
storification of the data. Hence all citizens at first glance are potential actors of the information
sphere, enabled to say their side of the said story or to produce their own story reflecting their
representations, intentions, capacities and contexts exclusively by Web technologies127. This enhances
the auditing possibility that keeps mainstream actors of attention market (e.g. government, large
corporations and mass media) to account at all times, while the information intermediaries multiply
and process the top down data streams repurposing them and reversing or extending their course. As
we move to the ‘long tail’128 of the information intermediaries, many contextual layers of control,
equal to relevant ‘attention niches’ are being formulated. These ‘attention niches’ and the multi layer
data and information auditing that stands behind allow the creation of a certain degree of trust that
equals to a certain amount of social capital. And social trust is the major driver to transparency.
Apparently the market benefits as well. The information suppliers become richer in raw data and
information and more diverse in scope, creating applications and services addressed to retrospective
formatted crowds either for a fee or for free, either for private use or for further commercial
Cabinet Office. http://eprints.soton.ac.uk/272769/
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exploitation. The apparent development is a new data industry capable to produce economic value
and contribute to economic growth within the attention market while permitting societal
optimization with latent commercial interests as well. The issue at question is how to distribute the
capacity to produce value to as many market players as possible. The answer is via a balanced context
of transparency and privacy; via privacy friendly access to data and procedures.
3.3.3 A balanced context
Privacy and transparency are not incompatible. A solid transparency regime assumes respect to
privacy. Diverse data resources and data streams that enhance information neutrality, open source
tools and methods that offer customized services along with the existence of a relevant community
support could be the right conditions for the formulation of a ‘sophisticated’ trusted transparency
context where privacy, whenever necessary, attains a different meaning that allows an augmented
peer data production and builds solid ground for data citizenry. Such a context would mitigate the
inevitable tension between transparency and privacy by not allowing actors to act outside the
contextual code and values in the name of meaningless or even misleading claimed rights (like e.g.
public servants claiming privacy rights to avoid accountability and engage in corrupt behavior with
impunity). The information mediators, as actors of the attention market, would definitely decrease
their influence on the public as different layers of data and information auditing would switch the
data industry from the mainstream to the niches and hence it would decentralise the attention.
Moreover, trustworthy independent producers would produce applications and deliver innovative
services adressed to specific contextual crowds. Such a twist in the industry provided by a model of
trusted transparency that embeds guaranteed respect to privacy whenever necessary or applicable,
may transform scarcity of attention to distributed contextual ‘attention niches’ that interact with each
other, anywhere at anytime and produce societal and commercial value.
As Neelie Kroes the former Commission Vice-President for the Digital Agenda has highlighted in many
public statements: «Without privacy consumers will not trust the online world. And without trust the
digital economy cannot reach its full potential». Obtaining trust is the key element for such
developements; and both transparency and privacy are the means to a trustworthy infomation
environment, where privacy is a prerequisite and transparency an obligation.
3.3.4 Digital Divide
Following the problematic around intellectual property, privacy and transparency, the conflict around
contradicting values regarding these realms and the ethical arguments on all sides, what needs to be
questioned is the overall quality of the information sphere as we witness fierce power games therein,
competition for control and ownership, inclusive adoptive and personalized environments that
promote social privilege, manipulation of others’ attention and numerous other inequalities and
injustices placed in the name of fundamental rights and of the omniscience/omnipotence utopia that
we are supposed to be experiencing already. Complex, mediated information spaces with unclear
norms and architecture that produce what we call digital divide.
Digital divide initially emerged as a question of access, availability and education. It then transformed
to manipulation of attention and information injustice in a context of increasingly mediated identities
and calculated interactions129. Not to a surprise these two dimensions of digital divide reflect the way
technology advanced and how law adopted and adjusted these advancements mainly via FOIAs and
PSI/OD policies retrospectively. As we pointed out in section A, FOIAs enforce access and availability
129
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to information and data while PSI/OD policies’ main goal is to distribute information and empower
individuals to discover and use the wealth of data to empower individuals and independent actors to
participate in the design process and co-write the code of the information spaces they are part of.
But digital divide persists as hyper connected actors are striving for attention by embedding their own
intentions in algorithmic systems, data and databases, on the merits cannibalizing the intentions of
individuals and entities outside the mainstream.
3.3.4.1 Technical Means, Access and Capacities
Digital divide is the source of many of the ethical problems emerging from the evolution of the
information society130. As an initial remark it’s important to highlight that the underlying concept is
unclear and the implied bipolar division of the term between those who have access and those who
don't is misleading as connectivity falls along a continuum131. However, access to broadband internet
and ICTs is a basic step towards the mitigation of digital divide.
According to the annual report by the broadband commission for digital development, the digital
divide is proving stubbornly persistent in terms of access to broadband internet, including the
challenge of extending last mile access to infrastructure to remote and rural communities 132. ITU’s
latest data133, shows that a 43% of the world’s population is now online with some form of regular
access to the internet. This leaves 57% or some 4,2 billion of the world’s people who still do not enjoy
regular access to the internet. Digital divide does not merely mirror the divide between developed
and developing countries, north and south of the world, rich and poor134. Digital divide remains an
acute problem even in geographical areas where economic and socio-cultural factors are not a
dramatic issue135, like eg. Europe. The European Commission (DG Connect) has developed a
composite index to assess the development of EU countries towards a digital economy and society.
The Digital Economy and Society Index (DESI) aggregates a set of relevant indicators structured
around five dimensions: Connectivity, Human Capital, Use of Internet, Intergation of Digital
Technology and Digital Public Services136.
According to the DESI 2015, Greece has an overall score of 0.36 and ranks 26th out of the 28 EU
Member States. Relative to last year, Greece has progressed in terms of Connectivity; but despite 99%
of Greek households being covered by fixed broadband, 37% do not yet subscribe to it. Greece lags
behind on the demand side, with low levels of digital skills (only 59% are regular Internet users, while
33% have never used the Internet) and trust (most Greeks still don't shop online or do online
transactions). These seem to be holding back the development of its digital economy. Online public
services are a key challenge for Greece, as it is among the last in the EU; it is positive to note,
however, that 38% of Internet users have exchanged filled forms with the public administration
online. Greece falls into the cluster of low-performance countries, where it performs below
average137.
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With an overall score of 0.64 and ranking 4th out of the 28 EU Member States, the Netherlands is one
of the top performers, albeit doing slightly less good than last year when it ranked 3rd. In the past
year, the country's ranking has remained stable in terms of Connectivity. Fast internet is available to
practically all (98%) Dutch households, and almost half (46%) of fixed broadband subscriptions are to
a fast broadband connection. However, there is still room for improvement, for example as regards
mobile broadband take-up (a third of citizens still do not use mobile broadband). The Netherlands'
digital economy could thrive even more, if the country further invests in human capital development
to counter the shortage of ICT professionals and in encouraging businesses to use digital technologies
more. For example, today, only 13% of SMEs sell online, while only 11% use e-Invoicing. The
Netherlands falls into the cluster of high-performance countries138.
Finally, Ireland has an overall score of 0.53 and ranks 8th out of the 28 EU Member States. During the
past year, take-up of fast broadband has increased considerably (subscriptions in the last year
increased from 35% to 45%), while use of internet services has also generally increased (68% use
video on demand, 63% use social networking, 62% used online shopping and 60% use online banking,
while 56% of internet users use eGovernment actively). More progress is needed on increasing digital
skills (only 53% of the population have sufficient digital skills to operate effectively online, down from
56% in 2012) and the number of skilled ICT professionals in the economy (around half of enterprises
trying to employ ICT specialists report difficulties doing so), as well as in the integration of digital
technologies by enterprises (for example, 23% of businesses use electronic information sharing
technologies and 4% use RFID). Ireland falls into the cluster of medium-performance countries, where
it performs slightly above average139.
The above metrics indicate that the worldwide information sphere and the consequential digital
divide are not necessarily fragmented according to national borders or sociopolitical characteristics.
Digital divide does not occur among developed and developing countries as it appears within higher
economic and sociocultural environments like the EU or the US. Rather it occurs between individuals
who may or may not interact with ICTs, between the computer literate and the computer illiterate,
between the information rich and the information poor, whatever their nationality or
neighborhood140. In short we could argue that access to technical means like internet access,
computers and software, as well as access to content, information and data, everything subject to a
minimum set of computer skills could result a relative bridging of the digital gap among individuals.
Critical point is to maintain the information sphere open by design through a balanced mix of legal,
social, technical and economic terms supported with strong ethical justification in order to tackle
overriding of any kind and from any source.
3.3.4.2 Open Data Divide
Open data and especially open government data may lead under certain conditions to transparency
and accountability, participation, self-empowerment, innovative products and services, as well as
effective, efficient and citizen friendly government administration and services. There are many
international tools and mechanisms that evaluate the open data impact for all sectors (commercial,
civil-society, general public, government, etc.). Below are presented some basic international open
data evaluation systems and indexes.
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Open Data Barometer
The Open Data Barometer aims to uncover the true prevalence and impact of Open Data initiatives
around the world. It analyses global trends, and also ranks countries and regions via an in-depth
methodology that considers: readiness to secure the benefits of Open Data; actual levels of
implementation; and the impact of such initiatives (Davies, Farhan, et al., 2013) 141. According to the
Open Data Barometer Greece with overall score 40.79 along with Ireland with overall score 40.74
rank 31st among 86 countries while the Netherlands with overall score 75.79 ranks 6 th142.
Open Data Index
The global Open Data Index, a project run by Open Knowledge Foundation aims to assess the Open
Government Data around the world. The results are a mix of the Open Data Census compiled with
contributions from civil society and open data practitioners to which the public may contribute at any
time. At the final stage it is peer reviewed by a team of 60+ experts Country Editors 143. Greece ranked
in 2014 #54 with an overall 38% of openness in government data, while in 2013 it ranked #41 144.
Ireland followed reversed course and its overall ranking is up from #41 in 2013 to #36 in 2014 index
with an overall 48% openness145. Netherlands overall ranking went down from #5 in 2013 to #16 in
2014 with overall 64% openness146, yet still high.
As the open data impact still lays low the ethical issues around the open data ecosystem reflect to
some extent older problems in a variable, non-physical environment with its special features, values
and code. An initial finding is that as we evolve and innovate, our understanding of the relevant
proceedings and the ethical implications thereof remains short. Take for example the west coast tech
deterministic approach. According to this view openness is the foundation to an open society fully
molded by technology. Full stop.
In chapter 6.2 we discussed the issues in relation to the notions of privacy and transparency. A basic
finding was the fierce struggle among big information players to gain control of the publics’ attention
taking advantage of their digital capacities, know how, cash flow, access to software, hardware and
content. Let us now move one step backwards. As we already described, critical mass and resource
for the attention market is the data of all sorts in combination with the appropriate software and
hardware. Some sort of data discrimination is not limited at the moment when actors communicate
their assumptions while publishing their stories. It is not limited even when they release the data as
data providers. Besides, a wanted implication and key advantage of open data are the endless
possibilities of their re-use in unprecedented and non-predictable ways by anyone, theoretically
speaking. Data discrimination may occur even at the initial stage of constructing the data and the
datasets that will be released as open data.
As we pointed out, ethical problems of the physical world may persist in their updated techno-version
within the information sphere. And if modernity has been the time where humans tried to control
nature by cracking its secrets, our current postmodern digital environment shifted the focus from
control to construction, as humans transformed from regulators of the physical world and its
141
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resources to engineers of the ICT hyperreality147. But as the physical world is not neutral the same
goes for the industrial and postmodern world as well. Hence, when data, datasets and data systems
promote, as constructed, predefined, targeted goals then we may claim a sort of data discrimination
or manipulation according to particular interests namely of the privileged, as the case is in the
physical world. Ground foundation of the physical world is the law of the jungle, which means survival
of the strongest, the fittest or, closer to our perspective, the privileged. Unfortunately, there is no
limitation on its jurisdiction neither to the digital world nor to the open data ecosystem whatsoever.
In other words, whoever has the biggest and best-connected computer may dominate everyone else
by being able to do more with open/free information, concentrating wealth and creating an
aristocracy around these computers148. Whoever, controls the ‘datafication’ of reality, name it due
social, technical or financial privilege, is concentrating attention around this data and consequently
socio-economic dominance.
Merely open data policies do not solve the problem of discrimination, inequality and justice.
According to Jeffery Allan Johnson (2014) opening data to full public accessibility results to three basic
problems that arise from the very nature of the data, namely:
1. Social privilege in datasets as the data is constructed.
2. Differential capabilities of data users (citizens vs. enterprises).
3. The norms that data systems impose through their function as disciplinary systems.
Interactions are full of disparities that reflect social privilege in the form of racial, class, corporate or
even individual privilege. Moreover, as the case may be, groups are not willing or do not have the
ability to participate in some interactions over others. Or even worse, there may be groups seeking
their data to be collected, but while lacking in privilege this results privilege or non-privilege in data.
In other words, the privileged ones find their privilege in the data, in the datasets, in the information
and in the storification to some extent thereof. The data narrative becomes narrative of the
privileged. Whether by design or as unintended consequence, the process of constructing data builds
social values and patterns of privilege into the data149. Likewise data may not incorporate the whole
picture of a datified moment rather the design choice of its architect. And such a choice reflects on
the architect’s values and probably limits other values or different narratives. Where those values and
privileges are unjust, the injustice is then a characteristic of the data itself150.
Different capabilities, infrastructure and resources namely referring to economic resources,
knowledge, business intelligence etc. may yield on rather unjust results as well. Gurstein, as
presented in Johnson (2014), introduced the following seven-layer model for promoting effective use
of open data:
1. Sufficient internet access that data can be accessed by all users.
2. Computers and software that can read and analyze the data.
3. Computer skills sufficient to use them to read and analyze data.
4. Content and formatting that allows use at a variety of levels of computer skill and linguistic
ability.
147
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5. Interpretation and sense-making skills, including both data analysis knowledge and local
knowledge that adds value and relevance.
6. Advocacy in order to translate knowledge into concrete benefits.
7. Governance that establishes a regime for the other characteristics.
In the absence of these conditions it is not likely that any open data will promote environments of
information justice. Anything not check listed could exhaust the legitimacy of open data or simply
determine open data and openness in general as a promised land to experts.
According to Foucault as presented in Johnson (2014) “disciplinary systems exist when individuals,
regulated by a combination of detailed control and constant surveillance, self-discipline their behavior
to reflect ‘normalising judgment’. All the data around, whether open or closed, doesn’t really matter
in this context, form a data system that reflects on or serves the prefixed values of their constructors,
who are certain disciplinary systems. Hence, ‘normalcy’ adopts a very specific disciplinary meaning
and has nothing to do with ‘average’.

3.4 From ethics to responsibility
The transition mode from web 2.0 to web 3.0 is a transition from a web of relevance to a web of
resonance151. In Web 2.0 a work, product or service needed to be discovered by the consumers. In the
current web 3.0 environment citizens or end users (it depends on the context) create their pathway
through the web152. Users are not simply consuming or communicating the data stories rather
enabled to co-create and contribute the relevant ‘onlife’ reality arising from the blurring of distinction
between reality and virtuality and between people, nature and artefacts as well153. The speed of the
ICT pervasiveness and the massive datafication of reality as a process of innovation generate the
concept of responsibility. The regulatory modes of the process need to be drafted accordingly in a
responsible manner where ethics is a key element and the ethical standrads adequately addressed.
Data, datasets and the information mediation need to be formatted in a socially desirable way that
promotes the public interest and creates societal and market value connected to a system of applied
ethical values. The transition from ethics to responsibility equals to a shift from assessment to action.
The main difference here is that the ethical dimensions of an innovation are not only thought out but
also dealt with154. Such dealing could be realized according to the following four principles as
introduced by the Responsible Research Innovation Framework155:
1. Anticipate: describing and analysing the impacts, intended or otherwise, (e.g. economic,
social, environmental) that might arise. This does not seek to predict but rather to support an
exploration of possible impacts and implications that may otherwise remain uncovered and
little discussed.
2. Reflect: reflecting on the purposes of, motivations for and potential implications of the
innovation, and the associated uncertainties, areas of ignorance, assumptions, framings,
151
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questions, dilemmas and social transformations these may bring.
3. Engage: opening up such visions, impacts and questioning to broader deliberation, dialogue,
engagement and debate in an inclusive way.
4. Act: using these processes to influence the direction and trajectory of the research and
innovation process itself.
Furthermore, these four principles should be accordingly incorporated to the following
components156:
1. Process: refers to the processes undertaken in research and innovation. These cover all
activities in undertaking data collection and analysis, storage and presentation of data and
interaction with respondents.
2. Product: RRI is specifically interested in the outcomes of research and innovation activities.
This can refer to products or services. It includes the consequences of use as well as misuse of
research products and the impact that research has on the natural and social environment.
3. Purpose: Critical scrutiny in RRI extends beyond the conduct (process) and outcome (product)
of research and innovation and covers the question why research is undertaken at all. The
purpose of research and innovation is a crucial factor influencing acceptability and desirability
and thus open to scrutiny.
4. People: Research and innovation are undertaken by people and for people and have intended
and unintended consequences for people. People are at the heart of RRI and need to be
explicitly considered.
The RRI Framework has a proportional application in the information systems and environments. Call
it data analysis techniques or data generating media, data are constantly produced, exchanged and
brokeraged via new commercial and societal models. The datafication of the reality introduces new
models of researching the human behavior. Data are also diversely understood, communicated and
reused, literally transforming the norms and code of information, communication and participation
creating a new datafied reality. As information systems get distributed, individual and collective
responsibility needs to be re-evaluated in all layers of the attention market and all actors and
information mediators within the said or some sort of framework that raises relevant questions.
Endorsing responsibility in a hyperconnected reality requires acknowledging how our actions,
perceptions, intentions, morality, even corporality are interwoven with technologies in general, and
ICTs in particular157. It requires an alignment to the values, needs and expectations of the society158.

3.5 Your Data Stories: Towards Efficiency and Effectiveness
Our everyday life generates constantly enormous amounts of data. Hence data mediate all aspects of
human behavior and activity. According to its mission statement, Your Data Stories (YDS) is a
platform that aims to “better satisfy the needs of the demand side - meaning citizens journalists and
others” through “bridging the gap between the supply side and the demand side”. YDS shall operate
like “an interactive canvas to enable data citizens to (re)write their own data history”.
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YDS is not simply a set of the required software stack, APIs and data streams. It is designed as a
dynamic contextual ecosystem of data actors like data producers, data users/producers, visitors and
simple users that enables the emergence of a commercial and social market with open data at the
centre. It promotes data journalism as it operates as an interactive newsroom where all actors at play,
namely journalists, citizens and researchers co-create the data stories. It allows social engagement
and empowerment by offering multi-layer tools/services and content for novices to skilled users, in
order to use it for their own purposes. It provides room for business and commercial applications,
developments, collaborations and transactions, thus strengthening its viability and usability. It links
communication, which it defines as a form of citizenship with access to technology and content, thus
resulting in an augmented citizen participation driven by the production, exchange, brokerage, reuse
and reproduction of data. No doubt YDS’s architecture operates as a space of freedom; a space that
embeds the main architectural principles of the web, namely lack of central authority, openness,
variety of choices, distributed empowerment of individuals and liberal underpinning159. Such a space
does, subject to relevant value balance, in principle enhance accountability and transparency and
tackles corruption.
To truly assess YDS however we need a methodology to measure individual’s empowerment, in terms
of civic participation, consumer convenience and private interest combined with a wider positive
social impact. We need the right data in place; the data that reflect the right values. To adapt Binns’
assumptions160, YDS ‘needs to measure and model the world out there’; YDS needs to act as the
‘impartial spectator’, who without imposing external moral laws, provides room for the users to turn
their motivations, values, interests and preferences into data stories. In other words YDS needs to
distribute attention outside any disciplinary box.
Apparently this is not an easy task at all as it requires a whole set of prerequisites like getting the right
data out; incorporating the right values in the data, in the digital artefacts and the people; outlining
the relationships between the YDS actors, data and structure; securing for every actor a fair share for
the financial and social profits according to her contribution in data, data stories and relevant
services; parallel to normal data flow, introducing on demand open data streams in order to prioritise
the release of the data –or even the datafication- according to the users’ specific needs161;
establishing privacy but also introducing the sharing of personal data as an act of responsible civic
participation or even an act of commercial leverage; integrating transparency in YDS’s architecture,
thus allowing it’s technical, contextual and commercial quality to be assessed and it's ethical
relevance to be evaluated; in short, YDS needs to gain trust.
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4 Conclusions
In this report we examined PSI/OD policies from the centre to the periphery of the EU and namely
Greece, Netherlands and Ireland. We examined the close relationship between FOIAs and PSI/OD
policies as a legal continuum in the digital realm, described the licensing practices regarding the reuse of PSI, highlighted the main legal restrictions and limitations and applied the overall legal
framework onto the YDS subject matter. We then explored the blurred reality of the information
environment and defined the attention market as the most important field of the ongoing regulatory
process in the digital realm. During the formatting process of the information sphere it is critical to
first try to understand the true implications of what is really happening, second to design and regulate
accordingly and finally to innovate. Alternatively we can try to do things simultaneously. Nevertheless,
the process goes the other way round, risking to misunderstand the free and social nature of the
information space and the self therein as the interdependence between humans (as users) and code
evolves creating an environment full of opportunities and constraints.
YDS is such an information space. Thus, it is not a mere technical infrastructure, rather an open data
driven commercial and social ecosystem where everything we described applies therein. It is an
innovation action with its final offerings contributing to a market, social and economic. Its mode is not
altruistic but rather for social and commercial benefit162. How do its engineering principles interact
with concepts like privacy, transparency, responsibility and trust and what’s the role of the self as a
fully mediated socioeconomic entity therein are issues that need to be further monitored and studied
and its code constantly updated according to the relevant findings.
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